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Finally,
A Solution For Companies
Serious About
Cyst Management.

ACTIVA"' is the first in a whole new generation of
management software. ACTIVA offers manufacturing a
companies the ability to make better and quicker decisio
today's complex business issues. This includes plannin
ing, valuing products and processes, measuring profita
managing costs across their entire organization.
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Call Price Waterhouse LLP
to learn more about

ACTIVA was developed to handle the comple
activity
based costing but is equally supportive of more conveti nal costing
practices, as well- It efficiently manages information across multiple
periods for multiple locations. Further, it present nfoi nation in
multiple currencies, should your costmanagement needs be global.

ACTIVA,
NET

ACTIVA was developed using state -of -the -art client/server
technology to support numerous concurrent users. It is an open
system that can be processed on any UNIX® compatible platform
employing the Oracles relational database and utilizing a Windows®
user interface. The result is a highly functional, secure, user - friendly
system capable of processing and disseminating vast amounts of
information quickly and efficiently.

the simple solution to
the complexity of
cost management

ACTIVA, the solution for companies who take cost
management seriously.
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01995 Price Waterhouse LLP. All mimes and trademarks are of their respective owners. ACr1VATM is a trademark of Rice Waterhouse LLP. Win&ws•is a registered trademark of
Microsoft Corporation. UNIX' is a registered trademark in the United Sales and other countries licensed exclusively through X-open Company. Oracle is a registered trademark of Oracle Corporation,
Price W aterhoasc LLP is hereinreferred to a Price Waterhouse.
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addition to the
stock options, there's a
quarterly bonus,
incentive corrunission,
membership at
the club, two weeks at
the corporate chalet in
St. Moritz and then...
... in

Big deal.
I've got Aetna's
new Executive
Equity program.
0
0 0
0
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a
0 0
0
0 0
0
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0
0
0

No matter which "golden handcuff" your clients offer their key people —Split Dollar, Executive Equity, Deferred
Compensation —we have the product to fund the plan: three UL products that emphasize low premium, high cash
value or a variety of variable funding options. Add to that our new SUPER underwriting program (featuring
unisex rates, simplified underwriting and use of prior physicals up to 18 months old), up to $10 million retention,
competitive pricing, long -term performance and state -of- the -art sales support and you'll have all you
need to capture the elite selective management compensation market. Call us for an illustration today,
before your competition does. 1- 800 -AETNA LB (1 -800 -238 -6252)
Certain products and pmdwt features may not be available in all Mates. Pmducts undernTinen atd imuad by Aetna I.ifr Insurance and Annuity Company.
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35LOOKOUT,MANAGEMENT ✓
ACCOUNTANTS

Changesareaheadformanagementaccountants.What
opportunities will they bring?

35

20 SALARIES 1995
BY KARL E. REICHARDT, CMA, AND
DAVID L. SCHROEDER
Members realized salary gains averaging 6%
in 1995, according to the Seventh Annual
Salary Survey of IMA members conducted by
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING. Results show
that salaries of female members continue to
lag salaries of their male counterparts, and
certification —held by more than 50% of all
respondents — increases compensation in
almost all cases.

Cover: Thismonth'stheme,
accountingforhuman
resources,focuseson
salaries,jobs,andpersonnel
management.See p. 20.
Photo byBobGrant,NX

/
V

BY ROBIN COOPER
In part 2 of a wide - ranging analysis of the
state of management accounting, Robin Cooper explores the implications of the paradox
that while the need for management accounting has grown, the need for management
accountants has lessened. As a result of the
changes going on in industry and the increase
in importance of cost management, three
groups will face significant challenges: management accounting professionals, certifying
institutes, and academic specialists in
management accounting.

42LIGHTS!CAMERAS!
ACCOUNTANTS?

...

✓

BY RAY SCALICE
The lifelike dinosaurs in Jurassic Park thrilled
worldwide audiences who marvelled at the
artistry of the special effects geniuses. But
working even further behind the big screen
are experienced and largely unknown
accountants whose job is to balance creative
energies with financial discipline.
Certificate of Merit

This article will be included in IMA's quarterly self -study exam, which you can order by calling
1 -800- 638 -4427,ext. 278.

MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGS (ISSN 0025 -1690) is published monthly by the Institute of Management Accountants, 10 Paragon Dr., Montvale, NJ
07645-1760,(201) 573 -9000. Price $10.00 per copy. Subscription rates, per year: $20 (included in dues, nondeductible); nonmembers, $130.00. Second class postage paid at Montvale, N.J., and additional mailing offices. To ensure uninterrupted mail service, send present address label and new
address including ZIP number to Data Entry Dept., IMA, Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760. Allow six weeks for change. IRA's telephone number is
1- 800 - 638-4427; IMA's facsimile number is (201) 573.0639. IMA Bulletin Board Service (modem required), 1.800- 229 -1268.
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F inally, An Alternative To The
Seat-Of.-The-Pants "Annroach
X 1` 1

To

Introducing Commander Decision."
The Way To Get The Information You
Need for Well-Dressed Business Decisions.

less cost to your business than ever before.

So much data, so little time. Even with many companies' data

New Commander Decision draws on Comshare's 30+ years'

warehouses and operational systems filled to the brim with

experience as the market leader in decision support software.

data, business managers are often forced to make "half- dressed"

Three thousand leading corporations worldwide count on

decisions without the usable business information they really

Comshare's DSS and EIS applications for customer and prod-

need. Not any more.

uct line profitability, enterprise budgeting, sales and marketing
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doing. Commander Decision helps you uncover
problems and exploit opportunities faster and at

Commander Decision allows

analysis, and key performance indicator reporting.

decision makers across your

Call 1-800- 922 -1919 to learn how Commander Decision can

enterprise to get their hands on the information they need to

put an end to "seat -of -the -pants" decisions and give your

make better - grounded decisions. With just a few clicks, you

company a competitive edge.

can see sales results —in detail, not just the bottom line. You
can compare performance against plan, see trends, compare
results by channel, and understand what the competition is

0
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THE DECISION SUPPORT COMPANY"

hap: / /www.comshue.com
® 1996 Comshue, Inc Comshare is a registered trademark and Commander Decision is a trademark of Comshue, Inc.
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47DOYOURHUMANRESOURCES ✓
ADDVALUE?
BY MICHAEL DONAHUE
The changing dynamics of the marketplace are
having a major impact on human resources
services. It's time to re- evaluate these departments to make sure they add value and are
cost effective. One company identified $2.5
million in annual savings through reorganization of resources service delivery.

49THEPERFECTMATCH
BY STEWART C. LIBES
Hiring replacements or additions to staff is an
important responsibility of financial officers. If
not done professionally and right the first time
it could become a costly mistake. These tips
from a professional on hiring the most desirable candidates can help make the operation
efficient and economical.

51CASESTUDIESINHUMANRESOURCESANDPAYROLL
TIDYMAN's, INC. SHuTs FROM HOMEGROWNTOGEACVISIONSHIFT HR ...(page 51)

OPTIMAHEALTHCHOOSESOBJECTORIENTATIONWITHSOFTWARE2000'sINFINIUM:HR/PAYROLL... (page52)
LEXMARKTRACKS TIME,ATTENDANCEWITH EAS ... (page 52.)

Columns
6 PERSPECTIVES

Departments
8 LETTERS

Our changing profession.

10GOVERNMENT
Reporting of intangible assets.

12 CAREERS
'How do I conduct a good meeting?'

14TAXES ✓

Reducing unemployment compensation
insurance taxes —part 2.

16 ETHICS ✓

Building an effective business ethics
process.

18 NEWS
54TECH FORUM
57TRENDS INFINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
62 CLASSIFIED
62 ADVERTISERS'INDEX
64CONTINUINGEDUCATION

E -mail: Editorial, marand @class.org; Advertising, ipceima @class.org.
Views expressed herein are authors' and do not represent Institute policy unless so stated. Publication of paid advertising and new product
and service information does not constitute an endorsement by the
Institute of the advertiser or the product or service.
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MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING® is indexed in the Accountants' Index and
also in the on -line database of the same name. This publication is
available in other farms of media through Information Access Company and through University Microfilms, Inc., and ABUINFORM
(313)761.4700. For more information call (800)227 -8431. The full text
of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGS is also available in the electronic versions of the Business Periodicals Index.
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use in courses of instruction, so long as the source and Institute of Management Accountants' copyright are indicated in any such reproductions. Written application must be made to the Editor for permission to
reproduce any of the contents of this issue for use in other than courses of instruction —e.g., textbooks and books of readings or cases. Except
as otherwise noted, the copyright has been transferred to the Institute
of Management Accountants for all items appearing in this magazine.
For those items for which the copyright has not been transferred, permission to reproduce must be obtained directly from the author or from
the person or organization given at the end of the article.
Quantity reprints of any article in MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTINGS or
back issues (subject to availability) may be obtained from Circulation
Department, IMA, 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 07646 -1760.
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Can we get better financial reports?
Can it help st reamline o ur acco unt ing?
Can I get qu ick access t o info rmat io n?

Can itffit with our technology plans?

Can we close the boo

Can it handy all my
Can we
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nt on the vendor?
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Can I l

e in time fo

dinner?
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het It now

Hyperion Software offers th e mo st "can d o" finan cial management solutions—
accounting, budgeting, rep orting and analy sis. Applications engineered to come
together on co mmand —in o ne place an d in one easy to understand format.
Inform ation is centralized , sto red safely and securely. With Hyperion's
enterprise solu tio ns, users can easily access an d share a common set of financial
information to achieve a deeper understanding of the business.
Interpret what is h appenin g at every level of th e o rganization. For a global
view of in form ation , get on -lin e sum mary balances. Or get up close and focus
on a single entry, look at in dividual transactions, or highlight important exceptions.
Obtain consistent and tim ely fin ancial info rmation through powerful and
dynamic reporting capabilities, You can streamline your reporting process —
dramatically cutting reporting time. And handle high - volume financial reporting
requirements in a completely graphical environment.
More than 2,500 co mp an ies are wo rkin g an d winn ing with Hyperion Software
right now. A stro ng, pro ven record of fin ancial app lications expertise has earned
us credibility and valu ed relation sh ips with CFOs, Corporate Controllers, CIOs,
and their staffs.
Can Hyp erion Software do all th is and get yo u h ome in time for dinner? YES
Call us to find out how. Or send your own questions to info @hysoft.com.

H

1 -800 -286 -8000
http: / /www.hysoft.coni
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Perspectives
OURCHANGINGPROFESSION
1 urge you to read the conclusion of Professor Robin Cooper's (of ABC fame) article, "Look Out, Management Accountants," which begins on page 35. Part 1 can be found starting on page 20 in the May issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING®. The article is an interesting and provocative
analysis which sounds the trumpet for dramatic change in
our profession.
His thought - provoking article has several major themes:
1. "Cost management" is broader than "management
accounting" and should be embraced by everyone in
the firm.
The body of knowledge of cost management and management accounting will
decentralize from the corporate staffs to the line organizations, and the role of
most management accountants will lessen.
3. Management accountants will need to adopt a more active role in the management process, but only a few highly skilled management accountants will be
asked to adopt this role.
4. Management accountants, academia, and certifying institutions need to change
to meet this challenge.
Whether you agree or disagree with Professor Cooper's assessment of the potential for change in the practice of management accounting and his recommendations
for the future, it is clear that the role of management accountants and financial
managers has changed over the years and will continue to evolve. Today's management accountants and financial managers are found not only in corporate financial
organizations, such as the controller's department, Finance, Treasury, and Strategic
Planning, but also in the marketing and business development functions and within the line business units of companies. Many activities historically performed by
management accountants have been computerized, reengineered, or ingrained
within the responsibilities of the line organizations. Management accountants and
financial managers now serve as teachers, facilitators, and consultants within their
business. They also provide valuable expertise in helping their companies make
good business and financial decisions.
The IMA recognizes the variety of skills and comprehensive body of knowledge
required for today's management accountants and financial managers and offers,
through the ICMA, professional certification programs —the CMA program and
now also the new Certified in Financial Management (CFM) designation —for our
members to enhance their professional skills and value in the marketplace. The
content specification is updated periodically in these professional exams to reflect
the changes in emphasis in the body of knowledge required, The IMA also offers
leading -edge educational seminars and programs to keep members up to date with
the skills and knowledge required in this changing profession.
Membership in IMA, attainment of a relevant professional certification (CMA
and/or CFM), and frequent attendance at IMA educational seminars seem more
necessary than ever for management accounting and financial management professionals to keep up with our changing world.
The IMA continues to recognize the need for change in our profession. The completion and publication of the Practice Analysis of Management Accounting study,
which is being distributed to universities nationwide and is available on the Internet; the introduction of the Continuous Improvement Center; the continual offerings of new IMA educational programs; the implementation
(continues on page 8)
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With our
1996
Salary
Guide,

time is on your side.
When you need fast access to accurate, up -to -date compensation information, there's only one
place to find it. The 1996 Salary Guide from ACCOUNTANTS EXECLMVE SEARCH`°. This year's
Guide provides current salary levels for various accounting and finance positions throughout
the United States and Canada. What's more, we've included comprehensive job descriptions
for each accounting and finance position featured in the guide. So you
can make the most informed compensation decisions possible.
Call for your free copy right away. After all, if time is money —
_
the time to call is now.

800 -327 -1117

1995 accountants ao call
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I CMA DID CHANGE
REQUIREMENT
In response to Mr. Keagy's letter to the
editor [March 19961 regarding a suggested change to the CMA experience
requirement for people in public accounting, the ICMA Board of Regents
considered his suggestion at our February m eeting in Tam pa, an d h ad already decided to change the CMA experience req uiremen t from three years
to two years of relevant public accounting experience. We agreed with
Mr. Keagy that the CMA experience
requirement should not be more onerous for candidates with public accounting experience.
The ICMA Board of Regents always
appreciates input on certificatio n issues and policies, and this is yet another example of how memb er input
has h elped the Regents shap e and improve policies in our Institute's certific a ti on p ro gr a ms . —James C. Horsch,
CMA, Chairman, ICMA Board of Regents

HE IMPORTANCE OF
T
ETHICS
First, for ethics [Ethics column, "`Effec tive' Ethics Programs," December
19951 programs to be successful, professionals need to understand their
ethical responsibilities in relation to
their professional careers. Second, organizations need to take a proactive
approach by initiating strong ethical
programs.
Ethics is an intricate part of companies and it should live and breathe
within the organization. Having "effective" ethical business standards are
costly; yet ethics is the framework for
decision making, and choices resulting
from decisions have an impact on external and internal environments. To
avoid ineffective ethics programs, organizations need to first train professionals [about] ethical business conduct. Furthermore, an organization's
image can be improved when powerful
ethics programs are implemented and
enforced. — Carrie Boller, Moscow, Idaho

(continued front page 6)

of the Foundation for Applied Research; the development of the new
CFM designation; and the continuing
update of the CMA exam content specification are just a few examples of
keeping up with changes in our
profession.
Most significantly, the IMA leadership has embraced the critical im portance of strategic change to keep pace
and stay ahead of the needs of our
markets, customers, and our profession —both now and in the future. For
the past 10 months, the IRA has been
developing a comprehensive and robust strategic plan for final Board approval in June which deals with key
issues such as "meeting the needs of
our future custom ers and markets"
and "adapting to change quickly'' —
essential elements to address in IMA's
strategic direction —all within the context of Professor Cooper's message.
In closing, this past year has been a
truly enjoyable and rewarding experience for me as your IMA President. I
sincerely thank our hardworking IMA
staff, the IMA Board of Directors, and
the many IMA committees for moving
our Institute forward to meet the challenges and opportunities facing our
profession.
As my term as your President ends,
IMA is proceeding full steam ahead
and on a steady course to address the
needs of our members in a changing
profession. Your continued strong support of the incoming leadersh ip team
will assure that IMA continues to be
the leading professional organization
for m anagement accountants and
financial m anagers.

Is Cooper on target?
What do you think about management accounting as a
profession? Do you agree with Robin Cooper [ "Look Out,
Management Accountants," p. 351 that a sea change is
going on in the marketplace that will affect the careers
of corporate accountants and financial managers?
Mail or fax your comments to: Editor, Management
Accounting, 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645.
Fax: (201) 573 -0639. E -mail: marand @class.org

WILLIAM J. IHLANFELDT, CPA
President, 1995 -96
P.S. If you wish to provide your perspective
on Professor Cooper's predictions about the
future, ple ase write a letter to the editor.
A cross - section of your responses will appear in a future issue of MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTING ®.

The nauticol signal
Nags (I -M-A) and
computer symbolize
IMA's evolution in
mproving Gommunicotions.
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If you're letting questionable deductions slide throw your
system, you could be throwing thousands of dollars away every
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year. Now, with CHICOR's Deduction Management System
(DMS), you can TRACK MONITOR and CONTROL deductions

claimed by your customers. DMS automates the investigation
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giriar p u accessible,
useful information

process�—�making�it�easier�to�review�invoice�deductions,�spot�customer

aboul your deductions, and a prottm plau for

trends, and eliminate potential problems. DMS is a product of CHI/COR

ejfectlaelp resolving probk>ms,

Information Management, Inc., the world's leading supplier of deduction
and collection solutions.

Call today for a FREE Confidential Deduction Analysis and
a Best Business Practices demo diskette!

1.800.448.8777 x101
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Stephen Barlos, Editor

SAFEHARBORS
FORDERIVATIVES
DS
ICLOSURES

REPORTN
I GOF
INTANGB
I LEASSETS
Four panels discussed the financial ac
counting and reporting of intangible
assets at a two -day meeting at the Securities & Exchange Commission on
April 11 -12. The four panels included
one composed of users, another of preparers, a third of academics, and a
fourth dealing with standard setting.
Terry Warfield, the academic accounting fellow in the office of the chief accountant, explains that a major aim of
the symposium was to give standard
setters such as the Financial Accounting Standards Board and the American
Institute of CPAs some idea about
what is going on in accounting firms
and corporations on the issue of intangibles. Warfield says the SEC has no
plans at this time to do anything of a
regulatory nature in this area. Dennis
Beresford, FASB chairman, one of the
attendees, noted in an interview that
there already are some FASB standards on such things as goodwill and
research and development costs. In addition, there is an AICPA rule on advertising costs. "But these don't always
come up with consistent answers," he
notes. "And some intangible assets are
not covered by any statements or
rules." FASB's Advisory Council
(FASAC) will take up this issue at its
quarterly meeting in July. Beresford
says there was no consensus among
the attendees at the two -day meeting
about what needs to be done. But he
feels that there was general agreement
that "financial statements do not do a
good job of reflecting intellectual property." The SEC's Warfield said David
Larcker from the Wharton School of
Business made a presentation about
10
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ing those "goodies" would be necessary
if and when a "flat tax" is adopted. Kyl
says that is a bogus argument because
he expects tax reform —i.e., some sort
of flat tax —to pass long before the constitutional amendment. "It takes seven
or eight years to pass a constitutional
amendment," he explains. "One of the
few things in the world I'm worried
about is that we are going to pass the
amendment before fundamental tax
reform."

research he has done on consumer satisfaction indexes and their relationship
to corporate value. Baruch Lev of the
Stern School of Business discussed his
work on how the potential customer
base can relate to the potential value
of cellular telephone companies.

CONSTT
IUTO
I NAL
AMENDMENTONTAX
HIKESGAINSGROUND
A convincing but still deficient House
vote on April 15 shows there is considerable sentiment for a
28th constitutional
amendment that
would require a two thirds vote of Congress to pass new taxes. Rep. Joe Barton
(R. -Tex.) sponsored
the bill (HJ Res 159),
which the House approved 243 -177. That
fell short of the necesRep. Joe Barton
sary two - thirds vote
needed to approve a
constitutional amendment. The next
step is up to the Senate Judiciary
Committee. An imminent vote is scheduled there on a bill (SJ Res 49) sponsored by Sen. John Kyl (R.- Ariz.). The
Senate also would have to approve the
bill by a two - thirds vote, which appears
unlikely as things stand now. Part of
the opposition to these two bills is that
they would make it difficult to pull
some of the corporate tax preferences
out of the current tax code. Eliminat-

The SEC has added a small wrinkle to
its proposed rule on disclosure of qualitative and quantitative information on
derivatives, which surfaced last December. The SEC wants to graft on provisions for safe harbors for derivatives
information stemming from proposed
Item 305 of regulation S -K and Item
9A of Form 20 -F. The safe harbors are
occasioned by the Securities Litigation
Reform Act, which Congress passed
late in 1995. That law establishes safe
harbors for forward - looking information provided under the auspices of the
Securities Act of 1933 and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. Given the
fact that the derivatives proposal
last December would impose new
reporting requirements on companies, the SEC thought it only fair
to tack on safe harbors for derivative disclosures under 305 and
9A. Although it is initially suggesting safe harbor protection be
granted only to 305 and 9A, the
SEC is apparently willing to consider broader protection, extending the safe harbors, for example,
to paragraphs (b)(1) and (b)(2) of
Items 305 and 9A, "especially in
light of the difficult nature of the required disclosure." Another question
the SEC wants comments on is
whether forward - looking information
on derivatives that is put in footnotes
ought to be included in a safe harbor.
The new 1995 law expressly excludes
footnote information from the safe harbors now in the 1933 and 1934 Acts. ■
Stephen Barlas is a journalist with more
than 15 years of experience reporting from
Washington, D.C.

"My boss doesn't think
we're quite ready for a new
HR /Payroll system yet."

Our ULTIPRO" HR /Payroll sy stem co m bines

outsource -like service with in -house control and
flexibility.
ULTIPRO lets you do it your way, on your schedule,
while being fully serviced with unprecedented local and
national support teams.
Plus ULTIPRO features reliable third -party electronic
interfaces and is backed by our comprehesive implementation /training program.
Don't choose between outsourcing and in -house —
Intersource with US Group's ULTIPRO and get the best
of both worlds.

• Interactive payroll and human resource solution
• Written in Microsoft "' FoxPro 2.6'" and Visual
FoxPro-'
• Expert Local /National support, implementation
and training
• Benefits administration
• Tax filing, banking, general ledger, time -clock
and financial system interfaces
• Ad hoc reporting
Put The "Ultimate Solution" To Work For You...

Call Us Today For A Free Consultation ... You'll find

1/800-432 1 -PAY

out why, our clients call ULTIPRO " ... the best
HR /Payroll system available today."
nrao

The Ultimate Sof tware Group

pp
e

z 3111 Stirling Road • Suite 308 • Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312
954/989 -6252 • FAX 954/989 -6292
http: / /www.usgroup.com
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`How do I conduct a good meeting ?'

A recent promotion has placed me in a position of leadership with 20 people reporting to me. I've been preparing for this new role for a long time by keeping pace with
the latest management techniques, reading, attending seminars, and closely observing others in similar positions. I know that if I'm to lead my team successfully, effective and ongoing communication with its members is crucial. I've put into play a
number of ways to achieve this including regularly scheduled meetings, some with
selected staff members, others with the entire department. While these meetings
generally prove useful, too often they don't. What's the secret to conducting a good
meeting?
Robert Half, Editor

Follow basic guidelines.
Perhaps th e biggest mistake m anagers
make in scheduling staff meetings is
having them too often an d with out a
clear vision of what is to be accomplished. No one enjoys being called
a wa y fr om his o r he r du ti e s a nd

responsib ilities to sit th rough a m eeting that ach ieves little, is meand ering
in focus, and lacks productive structure. This happen s most often when
meetings are sched uled on a regu lar
basis, wheth er there is a need for them
or not.
There's noth ing inherently wrong
with regu larly sch eduled staff m eetings as long as you, th e meeting's
leader, recognize when there is little of

[ambers
CMA
REVIEW
Our 70 -hour video course is
complete, up -to -date, and ready
to prepare you for the CMA
Exam. Workbooks included.

call 1- 800 - 272 -0707
for information or
sample video
Circle No. 19
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"That's the new budget team the boss
has been threatening to bring on board!°
substance to discuss and cut the meeting short. The length of a meeting
should be determined by what needs to
be addressed and not be based upon a
predetermined amount of time.
Good managers come prepared to a
meeting. They know precisely what is
to be covered and what issues need to
be resolved. They set an agenda and
stick to it. When an issue on the table
is complex, they often provide background material in advance to those
who will attend.
If a meeting is open - ended, a good
manager will do whatever he or she
can to keep it as short as possible. If a
meeting has defined starting and ending times, these same good managers
will make sure it concludes at the
scheduled time.
There is a breed of manager who

views meetings as nothing more than
opportunities to criticize and find fault
with others, ignoring the need to praise
and motivate staff. In this age of
employee empowerment, this type of
leader has no place. Staffs are smaller;
workloads, bigger. Today's successful
manager uses every available opportunity to encourage and stimulate
employee morale and performance.
Meetings can be an ideal venue to
accomplish this. Use the time to not
only discuss pressing projects and
future goals but also to praise staff
members for good work and to make
them feel an integral and important
part of the team.
One key to running a smooth meeting is knowing the personalities and
styles of your staff members and being
prepared to handle their varying
approaches. There is probably someone
on your staff who voices an opinion on
everything, valid or not. Some members of your team like to monopolize
meetings while others are reticent to
voice their ideas. Similarly, there is
undoubtedly a member of your staff
who reacts negatively to every proposal
and yet another who spends most of
each meeting whispering to colleagues
in adjacent seats.
By knowing your people you can
devise strategies to tap into their
strengths while not allowing their dis-

ruptive habits to interfere with the
meeting's purpose and outcome.
I applaud the fact that you're a perpetual student of new and innovative
managem ent techniques. This will hold
you in good stead as you progress up

the proverbial corporate ladder. I see
by the clock that I've finished this
response to your letter just in time for
me to attend a meeting. ■

Robert Half, CPA, is the founder of Robert
Half International, Inc., the world's largest
staffing service firm specializing in the accounting, finance, and information systems field. His
latest book is Finding, Hiring, and Keeping the
Best Employees (John Wiley & Sons).

Take Control with
Accountemps!
When vacation absences threaten to disrupt your accounting
department, take control with Accountemps. We will provide the
right person, from Controller to Accounting Clerk — for a week, a
month or longer. Every assignment receives our specialized
expertise, backed with a liberal guarantee.
So, if you're looking for reliable accounting, bookkeeping or
financial professionals on a temporary basis, call one of our 175
Accountemps offices today!
To connect directly with your local Accountemps office, call:

1-800-803-TEMP
In Canada call:
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1 -800- 268 -1948

Specialized Financial Staffing"'
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Anthony P. Curatola, Editor

REDUCINGUNEMPLOYMENTCOMPENSATION
INSURANCETAXES-PART Z
Does your company pay high unemployment taxes unnecessarily? Do you
know the rules and regulations th at affect your costs? Have you established
preventative measures to con trol your
payments? Are you pursuing unjustified claims by former employees? Thousands of dollars can be saved by proper
administration o f this ever more costly
tax category. The savings begin by
evaluatin g the pro per metho d of payment: ben efit reim bursement or taxation. Thorough review and management of the personnel practices, corporate classifications, and claims
follow -up is necessary to obtain maximum savings of unemployment compensation insurance taxes.
General controls. Management sho uld
use the u nemploym ent tax services
such as Commerce Clearing House and
others that provid e detailed outlin es of
each state's ru les an d regu lation s regarding the employer - employee relationship and subsequent unemployment claims. State unemployment services also provide free descriptive
manuals an d pamph lets o f th eir regulations that shou ld b e distributed to
key employees.
Disseminating unemployment compensation insu rance tax information
will make su pervisors mo re sensitive
to the costs of unemployment. If your
company does not have the staff to
challenge u nemployment claims, an
outside unemployment tax cost control
service should be used. Its cost will
vary based on number of employees
and the n umber of states yo u pay unemployment taxes.

Guidelines. Firing for "not qualified"
guarantees collection of benefits (pro14
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vided the individual qualifies in all
other respects: earnings, time, etc.). Repeated "no t qualified" terminations indicate a need for more thorough personnel screening and improved matches of job requirements to applicants'
experience.
It is advisable to furnish new employees with a written personnel policy
including job description, duties, hours,
dress req uirements, and any other factors that ultimately could resolve
whether an employee was discharged
for cause, laid off, or quit voluntarily.
Employees discharged for cause, as determined by the state unem ployment
autho rity , have waiting tim es established as a penalty before they can begin drawing benefits. Individuals who
are disqualified from receiving unemployment checks im mediately are more
likely to find jobs than those who received benefits immediately.
Req uire written, signed resignations
by employees stating their reason for
resignation prior to disbursing their final pay check. This resignation may
provide evidence to counteract subsequent unemployment claims based on
resignations for "good cause."
Examin e the state benefit determ ination notices for accuracy. Check that
the amount of weekly benefit is consistent with the former employee's weekly
average earnings based on the preceding 26 weeks of remuneration.
Audit th e charges against your accoun t to determine that those receiving
benefits are, in fact, your former employees. Sometimes individuals are
charged to the wrong employer.
In addition to considering voluntary
contributions, companies should verify
any revision of the unemployment compensation insurance tax rate by deter-

mining the balances, contributions,
charge -offs, and ending balances of the
company's experience rating account.
Errors by the state in this area can
have a substantial impact.
Acquaint supervisors with the provisions of Unemployment Compensation
Insurance for the accurate documented
record of rules' violations. Violations
should be written and filed in the individual's personnel files for later reference. Records should include all
specifics: dates, tim es, witnesses, and
other particulars.
When your company expands the
workforce, laid -off employees receiving
unemployment benefits should be offered jobs. If the work is refused, their
cases should be reopened because benefit recipients must be ready, able, and
willing to work in order to collect.
Make use of appeal methods when
the initial decision is adverse to the
firm. The ex- employee and a company
representative appear at the appeal
tribunal. The hearing often is tape recorded, and oaths are given. Witnesses and written statements usually are
allowed, lending increased credibility
to the employers' cases.
Management should consider establishing qualified sick pay plans. Many
states collect an unemployment compensation insurance tax on "qualified"
sick pay earnings, even if the employee
is sick for one day. In some businesses,
a qualified plan can result in sizable
reductions of unemployment compensation insurance taxes by reducing taxable wages.
Employment applications should
contain specific questions relating to
the applicant's willingness to work. For
example, applicants should be asked if
they will work split or different shifts.
If not asked this question and later assigned to a revised schedule, an employee can quit, claiming job conditions
changed and win benefits.
Different subsidiaries and divisions
should be reviewed for treatment as
separate entities for unemploym ent
compensation insurance purposes.
Some divisions may qualify for more
favorable rates if considered apart
from others. —Arthur L. Rouselle, Jr.
Arthur L. Rouselle, Jr., is director of taxes,
Chanel, Inc., Piscataway, N.J. He submitted
this article through the Princeton Chapter, of
which he is a member.
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COMPETITION

SunSystems gives you the edge.
It takes thousands of hours of preparation to arrive at this Olympic moment. Now there is only the cold rush of water in your head
and the machine -like churning of rivals' arms and legs in the other lanes, all with one aim -- to beat you and everyone else. The intensity
level is so high, the race can be decided by millimeters.
In 1972, one man did it not once, but seven times -- grabbing a record seven Gold Medals in the Olympics. Mark Spitz found the winning edge and swam away from the competition to achieve a feat unparalleled in sports history.
How is Systems Union like Mark Spitz? We're glad you asked.
Just like Mark Spitz, Systems Union's SunSystems accounting software adds the winning difference in the hyper - competitive international business world.
SunSystems gives you higher functionality in a multi - platform, multi - lingual, multi - currency international accounting package.
Available in 22 different languages and offering lightning -quick currency translation, SunSystems runs on Windows NT, MS SQL Server,
Sybase, Oracle, all major UNIX flavors and dozens of hardware platforms.
SunSystems offers better system performance, resilience, and the flexibility you need in client/server, providing full integration of corporate data for detailed analysis, on -line inquiry for easier access, and ultimately, the right information for the right people at the right
time. As fast as you need it.
Like the most savvy and successful Olympian, Systems Union has proven its
winning ways for more than 10,000 users in 160 countries. And you're backed by
a dedicated support team at your side from day one.
At the top of the international vanguard of software companies, with ISO 9000
quality standards certification, Systems Union gives you all the right tools to manage your business aggressively and the power to outrace the competition.

Towinintheclient/serverfinancialsrace,call1-800-542-5420now.

SunSystems

Financial Software for a Competitive Edge

th1CS
Lorry Ponemon, CMA, Editor

BUL
I DINGANEFFECTIVEBUSINESSETHC
I SPROCESS
In any organization, a good business
ethics process is the first and most important line of defense against unethical or illegal activities. Stated simply,
controls and auditing efforts are much
more effective when the ethics and integrity of the organization and its
management can be affirmed.
Good managers are sensitive to the
costs associated with a poor ethical climate. By any measure, loss of confidence in the organization is the single
greatest cost of unethical behavior. Internal costs, by some estimates, run as
high as $5,000 per employee.
Some of the drivers of these costs
are: deterioration of relationships, often resulting in a damaged business
reputation; declining employee productivity due to self - protective behavior; displaced employee creativity;
ineffective information flows
throughout the organization; declining employee loyalty and high employee turnover and absenteeism; internal theft and defalcations.
A good business ethics process contains four key components;
Ethics processmanagement. Managers
do more than just set the tone at the
top —they manage, monitor, and improve the organization's ethical performance on a continuing basis. They also
build incentives that advance good
business practices without sacrificing
the organization's economic performance.
Ethics code and mission. Employees
take ownership of the ethics code and
mission, which convey the organization's ethical values in clear and concise language, provide direction about
how to implement the code, and help
individuals resolve ethical conflicts in
everyday business practice.

Ethics training and awareness. Ethics
16
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training and awareness programs are
delivered to all employees to make
them sensitive to their ethical roles in
the organization, improve their decision- making capabilities in the presence of ethical dilemmas, and help to
establish goal congruence between employees and the organization.
Upstream communication. A formal upstream communications process is established to enable employees to obtain
guidance when faced with ethical
dilemmas, report wrongdoing, and
make suggestions about how to improve the business ethics process. The
communications process provides
anonymity to employees and security
against negative repercussions from its
use. It is accessible by all employees,
and allegations are investigated and
resolved in a timely manner.

THEROLEOFFINANCIAL
MANAGEMENT
Financial managers who choose to be
proactive on the ethics front should be
looking for ways to monitor and improve their organization's business
ethics process.
As a starting point, senior financial
executives, such as the CFO or corporate controller, may find it valuable to
engage outside professionals— ethics
experts, auditors, or consultants —to
provide an objective assessment about
their company's business ethics process
with respect to the existence and effectiveness of key components. As a result
of growing demand for these services,
professional auditing firms are well
equipped to review an organization's
ethics practices using evaluation tools,
interview and survey methodologies,
industry standards and best practices,
and ethics process performance measures. In addition, internal auditors
can assess, review, and report on the
ethical compliance activities within

their organization.
Financial management should attempt to gauge the ethical and legal
vulnerabilities that can exist within
core business processes. A systemic assessment of these vulnerabilities could
be performed periodically by management accountants in concert with the
company's auditors, general counsel,
and ethics officer with a confidential
report of ethics - related business risks
being communicated to top management or the board. Then financial management should work closely with the
board to mitigate or monitor these vulnerabilities.
Because the tone at the top is critical to an effective business ethics
process, financial management should
assess the effectiveness of downstream
communications that pertain to ethics
policies and procedure, including the
ethics code, ethics mission statement,
and training programs. The goal of this
assessment is to determine if internal
communications that relate to the company's ethics convey the organization's
core business values in a clear, consistent, and effective manner.
One of the most effective ways to
learn about organizational wrongdoing
is to have a formal process for capturing complaints by employees, customers, vendors, and other key constituents. Internal and third -party hotline services have emerged to provide a
means to communicate ethical or legal
violations anonymously to company
management or an ombudsman. But
the mere existence of a hotline does
not guarantee that the allegation will
be disclosed to the appropriate management personnel or the board. Thus
it is incumbent on management to understand if its organization's upstream
communication process is effective at
detecting and deterring wrongdoing.
Management accountants and financial managers are in a unique position
to promote and advance an effective
business ethics process that not only
empowers people to resolve ethical conflicts and problems but develops an
ethical sensitivity in employees.
— Timothy B. Bell, CMA, and Lawrence A.
Ponemon, CMA
Timothy Bell, CMA, CPA, Ph.D., is director of
assurances for KPMG Peat Marwick LLP's Executive Office in Montvale, N.J. Lawrence
Ponemon, CMA, CPA, CIA, CFE, Ph.D., is the
executive director of the KPMG Business Ethics
Institute and is a professor at Binghamton University of the State University of New York.
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Todaq'stuorhforcedemands
flexible time and attendance solutions.
Flex time, pan -time, overtime - they're all part of the increasingly versatile nix of today's workforce, where having a competitive
edge means having the most flexible tools to handle any work environment. When it comes to time and attendance software, no one has
more solutions for more businesses than EAS Technologies. Our complete lineof LMPIus®software products are designed for
optimum flexibility, providing customers with solutions for both PC -based LAN and
chent/server computing platforms. And EAS gives you complete flexibility in automating

Real Time Answers

the collection of time data -PC's, phones, scanning devices or data collection terminals.
There's an EAS solution that meets the unique requirements of your work style -one that provides flexible time data reporting
to manage and inform your resources for greater efficiency and profitability. So why wait any longer? Call EAS Technologies today to find
out how flexible time accounting solutions can be.

Redefining Time Accounting Solutions
800 989 -7587 http: / /www,EAStech.com
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KathyWiliams,Editor
GAYLENLARSON
NAMEDTOFASB
Gaylen N. Larson, CPA,
former group vice president, chief accounting officer, and member of the
senior management committee of Household International, Inc., has been
named to a five -year term
on the Financial Account- Gaylen Larson
ing Standards Board beginning July 1. He replaces Robert H. Northcutt, the former
vice president and controller of Lockheed Corporation, who is retiring from
the Board.
For the past two years, Mr. Larson,
an IMA Member -at- Large, has been a
director with Coopers & Lybrand
L.L.P., consulting with managements
regarding internal control and risk
management processes. Prior to that,
he spent 15 years at Household International where he was responsible for
developing and managing corporate wide financial control, planning,
process audit, and tax functions. He
had joined the company as controller
in 1979, coming from Deloitte, Haskins
& Sells (now Deloitte & Touche LLP)
where he was a partner serving a
broad base of audit, tax, and consulting
clients in a variety of industries including financial services, manufacturing,
mining, oil and gas, real estate, and
not - for - profit.
Until his election to the FASB, Mr.
Larson served as chairman of the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of
the National Commission on Fraudulent Financial Reporting (COSO). He
also was a charter member of the
FASB's Emerging Issues Task Force,
has served as a member of the Financial Accounting Standards Advisory
Council (FASAC), and is on the Board's
Financial Instruments Task Force. He
18
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also was chairman of the Committee on Corporate Reporting
of the Financial Executives Institute and is on the AICPNs
Special Committee on Financial
Reporting.
Mr. Larson was named to the
FASB by the Board of Trustees
of the Financial Accounting
Foundation (FAF), which is responsible for selecting the
members of, funding, and overseeing the FASB, the Governmental Accounting Standards
Board, and their Advisory Councils.

OUTSOURCINGISONTHERISE
Some 70% of executives surveyed recently by KPMG Peat Marwick LLP
said they anticipate an increase in outsourcing at their companies over the
next year. Of those currently engaged
in that practice, 42% are outsourcing
the most processes in finance and administration, 44% in operations, and
15% in sales and marketing. Future
outsourcing will break down this way:
13% will outsource more in sales/marketing, 37% in finance and administration, and 50% in operations. KPMG
conducted the survey at its session on
outsourcing and financial shared service centers at a conference last month
on "Innovative Strategies for the 21st
Century."
What benefits are companies recognizing from outsourcing? The executives said gaining a greater level of expertise (38 %), enhancing the ability of
internal employees to focus on critical
issues (30 %), flexibility (18 %), and better cost controls (14 %).
"The clear message we received from
corporate executives is that they want
to run their businesses better, faster,
and cheaper, and they view outsourcing
as one strategic tool to achieve that
end," Richard D. Dole, national part-

ner -in- charge of KPMG Business
Process Solutions, explained. "Process
management outsourcing will have as
great an impact on corporations today
as technology did 20 years ago."
For further information on the survey or KPMG's launch of its Business
Process Solutions national business
unit, contact Andy Katel1 at Fleishman- Hillard Inc., (212) 265 -9150, or
George Ledwith at KPMG Peat Marwick LLP, (212) 909 -5310.

DEMANDGROWSFOR
PROFESSIONALTEMPS
More than one in three North American companies use professional supplemental staff for their accounting, legal,
marketing, human resources, information systems, and administrative functions, executives participating in a survey by Olsten Corporation disclosed.
They use the temporary specialists to
manage complex projects, to help
bridge staffing shortages, and as a
management recruitment tool.
The survey of more than 400 vice
presidents and human resources directors was part of the 1996 Olsten Forum
on Staffing Strategies.Temporary accountants are the most in demand
(53 %), followed by IS (34 %), human resources (30 %), and administrators
(27 %). High -tech and fast - growing companies are the most prevalent users,
followed by insurance companies and
banking and financial institutions.
Other findings:
• Corporate downsizings continue,
yet 54% of the companies said
they are understaffed, which is an
all -time high.
• Record understaffing levels have
led to increased employee stress,
difficulty meeting schedules, expansion problems, and increasing
turnover.
• Sixteen percent of the companies
use the Internet and World Wide
Web as employee recruitment
tools, and 11% use online recruitment databases.
For more information, contact Dan
Manco/Lori Rabenou, Middleberg & Associates, (212) 888 -6610, or e-mail:
pi@middleberg.com. ■
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Salaries
IMA members' salaries increased 6% in 1995;
overall compe nsation is up 7.1%.
BY KARL E. REICHARDT, CMA, AND DAVID L. SCHROEDER
verage salaries increased 6% and average total compensation for IMA members increased 7.1% in 1995 over
1994 amounts, according to the Seventh Annual Salary
Survey conducted on behalf of IMA and MANAGEMENT AccoUNTINe . With 78% of the surveyed IMA members reporting
salary increments averaging 6.8%, these increases are statistically significant for 1995.
The good news for IMA members is that compensation increased in 1995; however, the difference between average compensation of men and women continues to exist. Furthermore,
there may be some interesting trends evolving with this year's
results. For the second year in a row, the proportion of women
in the sample is larger. As was the case in 1994, women members are younger, have a lower percentage of master's degrees,

Table1.COMPARISON OF
Years

r

;r

Range

centile amounts reflect increases in 1995 ranging from 2.7% to
8.3% over the same amounts for 1994.
Comparison data providing a profile of the "average" IMA
member over the past five years are presented in Table 2.
These data have varied moderately over the years. However,
there are some trends that deserve mention:
■ For the last two years, the proportion of women in the
survey has been greater (31% in 1995 and 30% in 1994;
25 -27% in prior years).
■ More members have baccalaureate degrees, and the number with advanced degrees has increased.
■ The number of members with professional certification
has exceeded 50% for the third year in a row, and the percentage of members who have earned the CMA continues
to increase.
The median age has been the same for the last two years
(39), and this statistic has not changed greatly. Over the seven years the survey has been conducted it has ranged from 37
to 41. In terms of experience, only the "years in the field" have

sallaly
1995

$12,000 to $375,000

$59,795

$54,000

$38,000

$75,000

1994

15,000 to 350,000

56,391

50,000

35,100

73,000

1993

14,000 to 300,000

58,124

51,700

36,000

73,000

1992

12,000 to 270,000

55,080

50,000

35,000

70,000

1991

15,000 to 325,000

53,523

49,000

34,500

66,976

1995

$15,000 to $412,500

$66,788

$57,000

$39,700

$85,000

1994

15,000 to 416,000

62,333

53,220

36,800

80,000

1993

14,000 to 435,000

63,776

54,700

37,600

80,000

1992

12,000 to 435,000

60,261

52,050

36,000

76,900

1991

15,000 to 325,000

59,266

51,100

36,000

74,000

and have spent less time in the field. All these factors can impact the level of management in which one works and the resulting compensation one receives. The following discussion
and supporting statistics provide more information regarding
the compensation of IMA members and how the latest results
compare to the results from the prior six surveys.'
Table 1 presents a comparison of the univariate statistics
for the most recent five years (1991 -95) of the IMA Salary Survey. The increases in average salary to $59,795 and average total compensation to $66,788 are statistically significant for
1995. In addition, the median, 20th percentile, and 80th per20
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Median age
Female
Male

39
31%
69%

30%
70%

41
25%
75%

38
26%
74%

38
26%
74%

Baccalaureate
Advanced

97%
39%

97%
37%

94%
38%

95%
35%

98%
33%

Current position
Current employer
In field

4
8
13.7

4
8
13.1

4
9
14.5

4
8
13.4

4
7
12.9

79%
69%
58%
1.1

77%
68%
57%
1.1

80%
67%
62%
1.2

80%
67%
61%
2.0

79%
62%
60%
2.0

54%
29%
38%

51%
25%
38%

54%
20%
36%

48%
21%
38%

48%
19%
36%

' Mi ly

39

Status

Married
Spouses employed outside home
Percent with children
Average number of children
-rtification Percentages
Any certification
CMA certification
CPA certification

fluctuated (13.7 in 1995, up from 131 in 1994) with "years in
current position" averaging four years and "years with current
employer" being eight for three of the five most recent years of
the survey. The greatest percentage of members are in middle
management positions
(39% in 1995; 41% in
Figure AVERAGE
1994, 1993); they work
SALARY BY GENDER
at a location that has
100 -499
employees
(34% in 1995, 1994;
. Women . Men
33% in 1993); and they
commonly work for an
organization that employs more than 5,000
individuals (32% in
1995, 1994; 30% in
_
1993).
_

GENDERISSUES
T he bar graph in Figure 1 compares the average salary by gender
for the past five years.
1991 1992 1993 19% 1995
As in every previous
year, the average
salary in 1995 for men ($65,326) is greater than that of women
($47,765). Consistent with prior years, the differences in men's
and women's compensation for 1995 are statistically significant. Women members, however, realized greater salary gains
than men: The average salary in 1995 increased 8.8% for
women and 5.7% for men as compared to 1994. These increases are both statistically significant.
Figure 2 provides a comparison of compensation by age and
gender. Note that men's compensation exceeds that of women
in every age category, which is consistent with every year of
the survey. For men, average salary and average total compensation increase with age until the 60+ category, the cate-

■ Women's Average Salary

■ Men's Average Salary

■ Women's Total Compensation ■

Men's Total Compensation
N

00

N

(7

00:

m
w

0

y

1%

K

19 -29

30-39

40 -49

50 -59

60 plus

gory with the fewest number of respondents. Average salary
and average total compensation increase with age for women
until the last two categories (50 -59 and 60 +) which also have
the fewest respondents. Both of these patterns are similar to
prior years. The differences between men's and women's compensation in 1995 by age category are statistically significant,
which is also consistent with prior years. The dollar increments in compensation from one age category to the next is
greater for men than women, also consistent with prior years.
The average dollar figures are greater in 1995 than 1994 in all
age categories for both genders except for average salary and
average total compensation in the 50 -59 category for women.

Less than 1
1 to 3
4 to 6
7 to 9
10 to 12
More than 12

$31,368
34,504
39,103
46,374
53,370
56,661

$48,122
42,593
50,103
54,638
61,497
75,385

$41,591
39,299
45,722
51,109
58,346
71,222

$33,109
37,387
40,818
50,043
57,323
63,450

$50,712
46,338
55,768
59,962
69,481
85,679

$43,850
42,611
49,814
55,727
64,766
80,737

verage Total
Less than 1
1 to 3
4 to 6
7 to 9
10 to 12
More than 12

A comparison between genders in terms of "the number of
years in field" as shown in Table 3 shows that the earnings of
men exceed that of women in every category, a fact that again
has been true in every year this comparison could be made except for 1990 when women earned more in the "less than one
year" category. The difference between women's and men's
compensation by "years in the field" is statistically significant.
One would expect to see compensation increase with experience (i.e., number of years in the field). Yet, the average
salary and average total compensation for men who have been
in the field less than one year are greater than those with one
to three years' experience. This finding is unusual because this
category generally would represent individuals who recently
have graduated from college and are starting their careers.
The higher dollar amounts might reflect a greater number of
respondents who are entering the field with advanced degrees.
Similar inconsistencies were observed in 1994 for men and in
1990 and 1991 for women.
One possible explanation for the differences in compensation between men and women may be related to age. Figure 2,
Table 3, and Table 4 (Compensation by Age and Certification,
to be discussed later) reflect that compensation increases by
age or experience. With respect to age, 66% of the women respondents are less than 40 (64%nin 1994) while only 44% of the
men (47% in 1994) are less than 40. The average age for
women is 37 while the average age of men is 41. This differJUNE 1996
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$32,457
50,280
56,568
67,599
69,009
53,410

$42,566
59,431
70,687
71,695
0

62,422

$38,662
57,848
72,777
79,128
85,331
65,568

S 40,258
65,562
72,773
123,666
•

19-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60 and over
Overall by certification

without children shows that the average salary for
DINKS is $57,469 as compared to dual- income members with children of $63,487, a difference that is statistically significant. Yet, a comparison of average total
household income between DINKS and dual- income
members with children reveals no statistical differ ence; this finding is consistent with the last three
years (1992 -94).

COMPENSATIONANDCERTIFICATION

68,63

$

LAS with the previous six annual salary surveys, the
1995 results show that individuals with professional
$34,781
S40,063
19-29
$51,042
43,896
certification earn more than those without certifica30-39
53,756
68,519
63,466
74,118
tion (Table 4). Average salary for individuals with cer78,550
40-49
61,753
85,060
82,117
tification exceeds that for those without certification
by approximately $9,000- $15,000, while the difference
50-59
76,120
78,795
90,397
135,283
for average total compensation has a range of $12,00060 and over
77,846
98,715
$18,000. Furthermore, these differences appear to folOverall by certification
58,556
70,684
74,637
76,667
low individuals throughout their careers as shown by
*Data not reported toprotectconfidentiality
- _ the greater compensation in all five age categories.
These differences in compensation for certified versus
ence in age is statistically significant in 1995 as it was in 1994.
noncertified are statistically significant.
In addition, average years in the position (3), average years
Note that individuals with the CMA have higher compensawith employer (6), and the average years in the field (10) for
tion than those with the CPA for the first two age categories
women are all less than men (4 years, 9 years, and 15 years,
(19 -29 and 30 -39) while the reverse is true for the next two age
respectively). Again these differences are statistically significategories (40 -49 and 50 -59). No comparisons can be made for
cant, another fact consistent with the 1994 results. Another
the 60 and over category because of the small number of responses. Individuals having both the CMA and CPA, for the
factor often related to age and experience is management level; more women are employed in lower -level management pomost part, have higher compensation than those with only the
sitions (32%n)than men (20 %); this difference also is statistiCMA or CPA. The 50 -59 age category really stands out this
year for those individuals having both certifications; however,
cally significant.
note that as the sample is divided into smaller groups (e.g., 16
in this case), one or two large salaries can affect the averages.
HOUSEHOLDINCOME
Over the seven years of the study, there have been many devigain this year, a greater proportion of men are married
ations among the various age categories as to which certifica(83% versus 68 %), and a greater proportion of women are eition has the greater impact on compensation. For 1995, there
ther single (18% versus 11 %) or divorced (11% versus 5 %). Avis no statistical difference in compensation between individuerage total household income (total compensation of IMA
als having the CMA and CPA. In fact, only in 1993 was there
member plus spouse's income) amounted to $85,402 in 1995.
a statistical difference in compensation between individuals
While this amount is greater than the last two years ($78,568
having the CMA or CPA.
in 1994; $79,501 in 1993), it is still less than the $86,217 exThe proportion of women with no certification is greater
than the proportion of men with no certification (48% versus
perienced in 1992. Some 91% of the spouses of female IMA
members are employed outside the home and earn an average
43 %). This difference is statistically significant in 1995, as it
of $48,348 as compared to 61% of spouses of male IMA memwas for 1991 and 1992. There were no differences between the
bers earning an average of $30,992. Similar patterns in emproportion of men and women who were certified in 1993 and
ployment of spouses and differentials in spouses' income have
1994. There were no differences in proportion of men and
occurred in prior years of this study, and both of these differwomen holding either the CPA or CMA designations.
ences are statistically significant in 1995. The average total
As noted in prior years, granting salary increments for passhousehold income of male members is $88,094 while that of feing certification examinations is not a prevailing practice. Onmale members is $79,558. The difference in average total
ly 36 or 6% of those who have completed the CMA received
salary increments at an average amount of $3,055 (6% and
household income by gender is statistically significant in
$3,000 in 1994; 6% and $2,300 in 1993; 8% and $2,200 in
1995, which was not the case in 1993 and 1994.
Not only are men IMA members more likely to be support1992). The practice is more widespread with the CPA examiing children than women IMA members (63% versus 43 %), but
nation with 118 or 160/cof the individuals receiving salary increments averaging $2,525 (17% and $2,240 in 1994; 21% and
they also more likely are supporting more children (average of
$2,100 in 1993; 13% and $1,750 in 1992). Thus, a greater pro1.29 versus average of .78). In addition, more men dual - income
members are supporting children than women dual - income
portion of individuals receive a salary increment upon passing
members (67% versus 55 %). Of the surveyed members who are
the CPA examination, but the increment appears to be larger
married, 405 or 24% can be classified as DINKS (Dual - Income,
for passing the CMA examination. There were no statistical
No-Kids). An examination of dual - income members with and
differences in increments for certification by gender.
0
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It's time for a better solution

Commander F D C
TM

Tired of saying "Sorry, I can't" because reports from a `70s accounting system can't keep pace with your
company in the `90s? You need Commander FDC (Financial Data Control), the client/server solution for
financial consolidation and reporting that simplifies the most complicated (and most urgent)
information requests. With FDC, reorganizations are as simple as changing an on- screen organization
chart and pressing the "Consolidate" button. Commander FDC helps you collect, consolidate and
analyze financial data with ease. FDC's database keeps all your reports consistent whether you use a
spreadsheet (via FDC's built -in linking) or use FDC's own multidimensional analysis. So, before you
have to say "Sorry" again, call Comshare for more information and a schedule of our free half -day
seminars where you will learn more about Comshare's financial decision support applications for
consolidations, budgeting and management reporting.
Contact:ChrisKellyat1-800-922-7979orEmailckelly@comshore.com
Co

THE DECISION SUPPORT COMPANY"
CO M M A N D E R

FD C:

THE

CLIENTI SERVER

SOLUTION
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O ne would expect that compensation would increase with educa-

Salwy
Less than Baccalaureate
Baccalaureate
Master's
Doctorate

'

$52,368
54,974
66,502
80,315

$58,059
61,650
74,349
84,457

The proportion of men holding a master's degree is greater than
women (40% versus 29 %) and is statistically significant, the same resuit as reported in 1991 -94. While there are differences in compensation by gender and by degree level, there is no interaction between
these two variables; i.e., the differences in compensation are due to either gender or educational level, but not both. This has been the case
in prior years also (e.g., 1993 and 1994).
As with professional certification, salary increments may be granted for advanced degrees. The increment for 14% (13% in 1994 and
1993; 14% in 1992) of the members who hold master's degrees averaged just over $6,600 (range of just under $4,800 to just over $5,000 in
years 1992 -94). As was true in prior years, the increment for advanced
degrees appears to be greater than the increments for certification. Of
those individuals holding the doctorate, 48% received an increment.
While the average of this increment amounted to just under $15,000,
the median value of the increment was only $5,500. Note that many
individuals who receive a doctorate are new entries into the field of
academe where the doctorate is often required.

COMPENSATIONBYREGION,RESPONSIBILITY,
ANDPOSITION

T he average salary and standard deviation for each of the seven regions as well as by state within geographic region are presented in
Table 6. In all seven years the survey has been conducted, average
salaries have differed by region. However, the differences in average
salaries among the regions are the result of factors other than the region in which members work. The average salaries in 1995 increased
in all regions except Plains. Mid- Atlantic and West Coast experienced
the largest increases with 12.4% and 9.4 7o,respectively.
Compensation by responsibility area is presented in Table 7 (on
page 26). Average salary and average total compensation increased in
1995 over 1994 for all responsibility areas except personnel accounting. The responsibility area ranking first in compensation is again
general management with financial management (risk management
and finance) positions coming next. This result is not unexpected because these positions generally are associated with upper management levels in industrial firms. Traditional accounting responsibility
areas of taxation, budget and planning, and corporate accounting ap1
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S37,663

11
30
76
138
50
14
4

71,778
69,183
75,695
59,483
74,751
69,713

47,903
28,821
32,796
29,913
60,434
19,381

Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Ohio
Wisconsin

90
61
35
100
67
57
118
77

62,613
54,246
43,184
57,037
54,478
54,725
57,028
56,604

36,266
21,307
21,542
26,069
25,274
24,577
25,301
32,754

Mountain Region
Arizona
Colorado
Idaho
Montana
Nevada
New Mexico
Utah
Wyoming

$56,606
28
34
9
6
10
6
10
1

Nonheast Region
Connecticut
Maine
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
New York
Rhode Island
Vermont

SMSM
46
5
67
16
112
6
9

Plains Region
Kansas
Nebraska
North Dakota
Oklahoma
South Dakota
Texas

14
15
4
15
0
91

South Region
Alabama
Arkansas
Florida
Georgia
Kentucky
Louisiana
Mississippi
North Carolina
South Carolina
Tennessee

65,243
55,952
51,352
44,748
55,300
51,000
53,582

67,522
39,272
67,109
65,407
61,838
64,000
51,650

37,672
13,544
27,829
50,265
26,345
24,633
12,396

52,709
41,651
48,933
33,955
52,128

22,652
12,444
18,745
27,522
16,391

55,959

24,447

$57A9

.;.

51,907
53,711
56,508
62,552
52,455
77,700
64,258
60,989
53,989
59,014
$62,496

22,654
21,278
23,526
29,967
18,205
47,340
32,450
30,190
29,148
28,545
$33,812

Alaska
46,727
7
California
189
65,935
Hawaii
7
63,777
Oregon
32
52,637
Washington
46
57,430
-Data not reported to protect confidentiality.

14,216
35,814
44,454
23,006
30,261

West Coast Region

56
11
79
50
32
9
12
94
45
47

35,582
26,299
15,817
17,074
29,956
19,298
26,154
.

Average

S67,524

Delaware
Maryland
New Jersey
Pennsylvania
Virginia
Washington, D.C.
West Virginia

'

DEGREE

Deviatiot

.

Table

Mid-Atlantic Region

,•
Salary

,

tional level, and Table 5 reflects that average salary and average total
compensation do increase with each degree obtained. This has occurred in every year except 1991 (individuals with master's degrees
earned more than individuals with doctorates in 1991). In addition,
compensation increased in 1995 over 1994 for all educational levels
with the largest increase being at the doctorate level (16.3% and 14.4%
for average salary and average total compensation, respectively).

Responses

AbraHRN
1'1Makes15,000HR
ManagersShineEveryDay
For morethan adecade, thousands of
HR managers haverelied on AbraHR
softwarefrorn Best Programs. They've

access to protect information and give
you 100% peaceof mind.
Everything You Need, All in One Place!

made Abra HR the industry's most trusted
name today in human resource manage- Abra HR is powerful, yet easy to learn
and use. Switch from employee
ment software.
No Compliance Headaches,
Just Time Savings!
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You can trust AbraHR tokeep you
up -to -dateand in full compliance
with complex, changing
government regulations and
standards�—�EEOC,�affirmative
action, OSHA, worker's comp, 1-9,
S100, COBRA and more. You'l havethe
right forms and reports, just a keystroke
away, and greater defenseagainst
non - compliancefines or audits.
Reports Shed Light on
ToughQuestions

5
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�

Gathering and sharing key information
land making better decisions) is easier.
Need toanalyze salary increases by
department? Determinerequisition cost
by position? Get a handle on recruiting
costs for last quarter? AbraHR gives you
morethan 75 standard reports. What's
more, you can use AbraHR's powerful,
built -in Report Writer for customized
reports and graphs that help you spot
trends ... compare your statistics tothe
latest industry standards ... all in
moments and all at your fingertips.
Airtight Security Features Give
You Complete Control
With Abra HR, you can rest assured your

sensitive personnel data is secure. Special
multi -level security features let you limit

information to reports with the click

of a mouse. And since everything's
conveniently organized in one place,

there's nowasted timesearching
through notes, file folders, and
spreadsheets topiece
AA
everything together. You're
moreorganized, so everything goesmore smoothly!
More Bright Ideas from Best!A Full
Suiteof IntegratedDesktop Solutions
Abra HR for Windows is part of a fully
integrated solution that's always ready
for you as your needs change. Abra
Payroll "', Abra Attendance'"" and Abra
RecruitingSolutionT "' work hand-in-hand
with AbraHR for atotal human resource
information system.
Call right now for your free Abra HR
demodisk. Seefor yourself why Abra
HR is themost trusted namein human
resource�management�software�—�and
how it can make youshine a little
brighter, too!

)Free Demo!
Call 800-424-9392
ORCONTACTYOURAUTHORIZEDABRARESELLER

AuthorizationCodeHAAR9
Visit us on The Internet
hftp: / /www.bestprograms corn
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Number of
Responses
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18
5
10
189
6
11
26
71
13
3

$170,167
155,400
110,300
86,819
85,667
84,273
67,424
64,737
60,423

Divisional Vice President
Principal
Assistant Vice President
Vice President
Corporate Controller
Group President
Group Vice President

5
8
11
77
227
2
2

S 89,180
81,500
78,673
78,066
59,309

$111,936
92,938
83,264
94,712
64,404

$ 58,541

S 6 4"

Average Middle Management
Director
Divisional Controller
General Manager
Consultant
Manager
Plant Controller
Assistant Corporate Controller
General Supervisor
Supervisor
Administrator
Chief Accountant

56
132
22
35
269
90
70
16
77
13
37

Systems Analyst
Financial Analyst
Auditor
Senior Accountant
Staff Accountant
Programmer

21
133
64
139
141
3

Professor
Department Chair
Associate Professor
Assistant Professor
Instructor
Dean

23
10
25
25
19
3

•Data not reported to protect confidentiality

194,800
137,600
104,051
124,833
120,445
78,610
75,494
80,795
•

0

76,355
68,984
67,836
59,500
58,096
57,203
53,903
50,422
44,495
44,415
42,069

52,110
47,168
43,853
40,633
32,032

66,376
65,503
57,510
54,454
40,642

85,782
79,994
73,973
66,709
62,879
61,600
58,738
53,016
46,791
45,177
44,891

59,126
49,538
45,557
42,263
33,009

71,393
66,205
60,046
58,178
42,993

4

.

pear next in the ranking. Public accounting ranks seventh after
ranking sixth in 1994, fourth in 1993, and fifth in 1992.
Respondents were asked to select the job title that best depicted their current position and then classify their position as top
management, senior management, middle management, lower
managementlentry level, or academic. Table 8 arrays the job titles
(positions) from highest to lowest within these five management
groups.
Note that the average salary and average total compensation
that is calculated for each management group (excluding the academic grouping) decreases with each successive lower level of
management. For the most part,the average salary for each position in the next lower management grouping is less than the average for the immediate higher management level. (Only the average salary of divisional vice president in senior management
exceeds average salary for top management. Average salaries for
director, divisional controller, and general manager in middle
management exceed the average salary for senior management.)
The average compensation figures for each management grouping
are greater in 1995 than the same averages for 1994.
Job titles and classification of them into management levels are
difficult because job titlestpositions and their classification into
management levels are not uniform among all companies. Yet, the
classification in Table 8 appears to be reasonable. However, comparisons of average compensation between job titles, management levels, and between years are still difficult because the mix
of job titles changes from year to year, and firm size undoubtedly
impacts compensation data (see following discussion relating to
Table 9).
For instance, the position of corporate controller generally
would be considered a higher ranking position than divisional
controller. Yet, the average salary for the corporate controller as
reported in Table 8 is less than the position of divisional controller. There are a couple of logical explanations for this phenomenon. First, officers may have multiple titles that include the
corporate controller responsibility, e.g., chief financial officer and
controller. Also, the sample includes many corporate controllers
from small to intermediate -sized firms who do not earn as much
as the corporate controllers of larger firms. These smaller firms
would not have the position of divisional controller.

$183,622

Partner
Executive Vice President
Senior Vice President
Chief Financial Officer
Chief Executive Officer
President
Corporate Treasurer
Owner
Corporate Secretary
Chair of the Board

$

$92,518
83,923
82,261
69,910
65,399
65,443
62,811
60,000
57,501
54,411
50,114
46,924
47,329

$

$75,757
73,620
71,789
66,735
60,576
59,380
58,310
56,984
53,650
50,330
46,668
46,542
41,068

$

312
10
236
37
118
506
141
112
61
214
311
60
10

$

General Management
Risk Management
Finance
Taxation
Budget and Planning
Corporate Accounting
Public Accounting
Education
Internal Auditing
Cost Acccounting
General Accounting
Government Accounting
Personnel Accounting

Total
Compensation
1'

$

COMPENSATION

$

Table

Best Tools for
Best Practices...

law saMel
of

Sapling's enterprise -wide modeling solutions deliver
transformative information that everyone in your
company can use.
11:1_
11
J

�

NetProphet
NetProphet® is the world's first software to combine the
best of all worlds: activity -based costing, capacity planning,
constraint checking, scenario playing, process analysis, and
a graphical view —all in one easy -to -use, integrated package.
NetProphet allows you to look at your business in a commonsense, process- oriented view that considers financial as well
as operational information. What -if analyses are quick: just
point to the process, change the variable, and the results
are displayed instantly. Flexible reporting, including model
validation, is built in.
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DataManager
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NetProphet business models use many corporate data
sources: multiple databases, spreadsheets, transaction
systems, and text files, all across mixed platforms. Sapling
DataManager" permits simple yet secure access to and import
from all these sources. DataManager offers enormous power
in cross - platform access, yet always protects the security of
the data sources and data fields themselves. From the user
perspective, data retrieval and re- population of the NetProphet
model is automatic, virtually invisible, and subject to full
reconciliation control.
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E u ro p e an S al e s & S e r vi c e :

Resul tsManager

S ap li ng C o rp o ra ti o n E u ro p e

With Sapling's ResultsManager", you can easily and quickly
access, analyze, understand, and communicate all of the
information contained in NetProphet, as well as other applications. ResultsManager provides clear graphics, tables, audio
and visual alarms, and drill -down to sources. ResultsManager
is a truly integrated tool for monitoring, benchmarking, decision
support, and strategic analysis.
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COMPENSATIONBYFIRMSIZE,SICAREA

T able 9 presents average salary by two size measures number of employees at work location and number of employees in entire organization. The average salary increases by
number of employees at work location except for three categories (1 to 9,100 to 499, and 5,000 plus). Only in 1992 did average salary increase for each successive larger size category
of number of employees at work location. Thus, this year is not
that different from other years in that the pattern has varied
greatly. The average salary is greater in 1995 than 1994 for all
work - location size categories except 10 to 24 and 5,000 plus.

increased in 1995 over 1994 for all but the contract construction SIC area while average total compensation increased for
all SIC areas. Mining ranked first in average compensation
and is still the only SIC category to rank first more than one
year (first in 1994, 1993, and 1990). However, finance, insurance, and real estate ranked first in terms of total compensation (same as 1991).
The service area is considered the largest- growing sector of
the U.S. economy, yet it has one of the lowest average compensation figures of all the SIC areas (only contract construction
and government are lower). This effect occurs despite the fact
that this area includes public accounting, which would have
the third highest average salary if it were in a classification by
itself (sixth in terms of total compensation). Thus, the service
sector, outside of public accounting, would not appear to be as
attractive for accountants in terms of salary as the other SIC
areas.

EMPLOYEEBENEFITS
53,441 1991
52,422 (781
56,870 [2391
57,589 [4201
60,551 [1891
62,400 [2441
60,806 [1911
62,64116801

-_

-

-

55,314 [1331
1 to 9
53,127[1621
10 to 24
60,056[439[
25 to 99
59,504[7271
100 to 499
61,742[2381
500 to 999
63,190[2401
1,000 to 2,499
67,973 [951
2,500 to 4,999
58,686[1031
5,000 plus
Numberofresponsesisinbrackets

The patterns for average salary by number of employees in
the entire organization has not been the same in any of the
seven years of the survey. Average salary increases by organization -size category except for the 10 -24 and 2,500 -4,999 categories. Average salaries for all organization -size categories
except the first two (1 to 9 and 10 to 24) are greater in 1995
than 1994.
Compensation by SIC (standard industry code) area is presented in Table 10. Note that the service area is shown in total (all) and then subdivided into four sub areas to isolate figures for education and public accounting. Average salary

Agriculture, Forestry, Fisheries
Mining
Contract Construction
Manufacturing
Transportation, Communications, and
Utility Services
Wholesale and Retail Trade
Finance, Insurance and Real Estate
Services (all)
Medical /Health Services
Educational Services
Public Accounting
Other Service SIC Codes
Government
Nonclassifiable
28
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$58,866
63,627
52,221
60,417

$65,798
68,934
60,801
68,238

62,272
61,480
63,408
58,511
59,825
56,898
62,721
60,000
50,577
60,518

69,579
71,410
73,595
63,172
63,056
60,602
67,686
60,000
51,766
65,618
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ecause benefits are a form of compensation, IMA members
are asked to identify the employee benefits received as well as
indicate the value of each benefit using a five -point Likert
scale (value of 5 being essential, 4 being very valuable, 3 being
valuable, 2 being somewhat valuable, and 1 being not valuable). Table 11 (on page 30) shows the percentage of membership receiving various benefits and the membership ranking
of the importance of each employee benefit.
During the time period that members have been asked to
value benefits (since 1990, six years), nine of the same benefits always have ranked in the top 10, with five of them being
related to health (basic medical insurance, major medical
plan, dental insurance, long -term disability pay, sick leave) always considered among the most important. In addition, over
the past four years (1992 -95), the five employee benefits most
frequently received by members [paid vacations, paid holidays, basic medical insurance, group life insurance, and FICA
(social security)] are ranked in the top 10 in terms of value.
This implies that employers are cognizant of the benefits that
are most important to their employees.
While the ranking has remained stable over the six years,
the importance as measured by the mean value has changed
over five years. During the first three years (1990 -92), the 10
highest ranking employee benefits had mean values greater
than 4.0, while in the last three years (1993, 1994, 1995), only
the top three or four employee benefits had mean values
greater than four. In addition, there is a greater variance in
the value placed on employee benefits as indicated by the
greater standard deviations experienced over the last three
years.
With the larger sample size initiated in 1994, further analysis of employee benefits by gender, marital status, and marital
status with/without children became possible. Men and
women attach different value to some of the benefits, and the
differences are statistically significant. Bonus plans and country club membership were the only two benefits that had more
value to men than women. In contrast, women placed a
greater value on several of the benefits classified as health
benefits (dental and vision insurance, annual physical exam,
sick leave, long -term disability pay), several of the family benefits (FICA, unemployment and workers' compensation, paid

s
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Most accounting software systems
get stuck on project accounting.

If you've looked at other client/server
accounting systems, you've probably
noticed that project accounting is offered
only as an optional module. Or a not yet- available optional module. Or even
a needs-a- lot -of- application - specificengineering, not- yet - available module.
But at Deltek, project accounting is
our whole focus.
Our Costpoint project accounting
system is here today with all the
integrated functionality you need to
meet the special challenges of a project
accounting environment. Designed from
the ground up, utilizing Windows and
client/server technology, Costpoint is
the most advanced system available
for project accounting.

Costpoint puts project accounting
That's why with Costpoint, project
functionality in every module, so you can
accounting isn't just an add -on module,
track project costs and hours, actuals vs.
project accounting is the entire system.
budgets at all task levels, compute
Don't settle for less than you
project revenue, billings and indirect cost
need. Or for some vague promise about
allocation, report unbilled receivables,
future modules.
project profitability, backlog and purchase
Call 1- 800 - 456 -2009 or visit us on
commitments, and much more.
the World Wide Web at http:/hvwwdeltek.
In developing Costpoint, Deltek drew
com/, and find out how Costpoint
on its direct implementation experience
can deliver all the functionality
with government contractors, professional
you want. Today.
and technical service providers,
engineering & environmental firms, non - profit
organizations, systems
integrators and other
companies operating in
a project environment.
PROJECT ACCOUNTING
SOFTWARE

Costpoint
FROM

H TEK
S Y S T E M S
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Basic medical insurance
Paid vacation
Paid holidays
Major medical plan
401(K) pension plan
Dental insurance
Long -term disability pay
Group life insurance
Sick leave
FICA (social security)
Workers' compensation
Unemployment compensation
Bonus plan
Defined benefit pension
Vision insurance
Prof activities expenses
Educational assistance
Profit sharing
Moving expenses
Flexible hours
Defined contribution pension
Annual physical exam
Termination pay
House hunting trips
Parental leave
Flexible benefit plan
Home equity purchase
Deferred compensation
Expense account
Stock options
Stock purchase plan
Individual retirement account
Additional pay for excess hours
Child care assistance
Company product discounts
Car or car allowance
Job sharing
Country club membership

80.77
82.57
83.50
64.47
65.71
68.48
64.63
74.60
65.30
70.33
63.65
61.44
43.19
32.44
32.85
49.92
46.63
26.43
34.60
29.41
20.05
25.96
25.09
26.74
31.77
22.78
16.56
18.51
25.30
12.49
16.40
3.91
6.94
10.13
24.16
10.23
2.11
3.50

4.51
4.34
4.29
3.96
3.90
3.87
3.64
3.61
3.55
3.48
3.27
3.18
2.99
2.85
2.77
2.77
2.76
2.61
2.58
2.57
2.51
2.46
2.44
2.37
2.29
2.19
2.12
2.09
2.08
1.89
1.88
1.87
1.79
1.77
1.67
1.67
1.35
1.08

1.23
1.20
1.22
1.78
1.69
1.54
1.64
1.53
1.69
1.67
1.72
1.74
1.85
2.03
1.92
1.76
1.76
1.93
1.91
1.92
2.04
1.88
1.93
1.89
1.81
1.83
1.85
1.85
1.79
1.75
1.70
1.91
1.77
1.71
1.52
1.61
1.45
1.19

vacation, paid holiday, parental leave, child care assistance, and company product discounts), several of the compensation benefits (deferred
compensation, additional pay for excess hours, educational assistance),
and other benefits such as flexible hours, job sharing, flexible benefit
plans. There are no statistical differences in the ranking by gender for
the remaining employee benefits.
When marital status is considered, group life insurance is the only
benefit given greater value by married members. On the other hand,
single members give greater value to dental and vision insurance, additional pay for excess hours, educational assistance, company product
discounts, individual retirement accounts, and job sharing. For the remaining benefits there are no statistical differences by marital status.
There were few statistical differences regarding benefits with respect
to marital status and children. DINKS gave greater value to educational assistance and 401(K) pension plans.

AVERAGESALARYPROFILE

O

ne of the fascinating features of salary surveys is to try to compare
one's salary with that of other individuals who possess the same or similar characteristics. Among the characteristics from this survey that
can be used for comparison are management level, education, certification, and gender. The average salaries by these factors are presented in
Table 12. The number of respondents is provided for each category subset of the sample. For some categories, the amounts are left blank to
maintain the confidentiality of individual respondents. These average
salary figures should be used only for casual comparison because Table
12 reports small subsets from the entire sample. As an example, the average salary for the 19 women in middle management with a master's
degree and CMA certification is $58,616 as compared to $68,113 for the
49 men with the same characteristics.

CALCULATINGANAVERAGESALARY

A

popular feature that has been included in prior IMA salary surveys
is the calculation of an approximate personal salary level from a regression equation derived from the survey results. One's personal compensation can be compared to a calculated amount based upon the factors included in the regression. Table 13 (on page 34) presents this
year's regression based on the factors of management level, number of
years in the field, education, professional certification, and gender. The
table provides a salary calculation of $61,667 for the "average" IMA

Women
Men
Women
Men
Women
Men
Women
Men
•
[31 $36,224 [51
•
1.11 $58,286 171 $43,262 1181 $52,111 [9]
No Degree
$55,450 (41 $ 82,556 [91
Baccalaureate
60,429 [411
83,261 1161 $51,678 [481 65,112 11301 27,756 [163] 58,814 [300[ 536,011 [1641 40,157 [1791
68,840 1571 49,216 [211 62,247 [52] 43,913 1781 56,967 [168[ 33,705 [102] 38,733 [901
No CMA orCPA
56,023 [191
CMA
74,723 (131
94,568 1721 52,849 1161 70,835 [481 51,600 1401 58,111 (521 37,108 [30] 39,024 [481
CPA
40,328 [51
69,462 113) 56,600 [51 58,592 [15] 50,111 [301 66,290 1531 44,623 031 45,032 [181
Both CMA and CPA 60,025 [4]
93,663 [181 53,067 [61 63,254 [151 52,775 1151 56,979 [271 39,436 [13] 48,890 [141
Master's
61,228 [211 107,406 (93) 64,756 1261 71,574 (1041 59,840 1771 67,583 [2251 40,724 [47] 50,325 11021
92,049 1311 52,167 [6] 70,765 [41] 57,377 1321 61,037 [861 34,387 [15] 46,371 [341
No CMA orCPA
62,000 [91
CMA
61,857 [51 123,520 1251 62,533 [61 70,983 1241 58,616 1191 68,113 [491 41,543 [71 50,528 1181
CPA
41,125 [4]
91,413 [151 75,056 [81 73,595 [191 71,745 1121 74,758 [551 47,027 [121 51,602 [321
Both CMA and CPA
[31 121,636 [221 65,833 [6] 72,019 1201 56,929 [141 71,654 [351 42,119 [121 58,537 [141
•Data notreported to protect confidentiaityNumbers of responsesisinbractets
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member —a
male
component of $8,622
Table 13. ESTIMATING
Y LEVEL FOR IMA
who is certified and
just for being a male.
has been working in
Your
The Average
This component is in
the field for 13
Calculation IMAMember
addition to factors
years. This predicted
for management levStart with this base figure
$32,177
$32,177
$32,177
amount is 3.1%
el, years in field,
If you are TOP level management
ADD
more than the 1995
21,821
master's degree, and
OR
average salary of
professional certifiIf you are SENIOR level management ADD
$59,795. The differ4,304
cation —all of which
ence is due to other
OR
are factors in which
If you are ENTRY level management
SUBTRACT
variables (industry,
9,669
women may be lack Number of years in the field
TIMES
936
12,168
organization size,
ing. Thus, there is
If you have a Master's degree
ADD
etc.) not included in
6,839
evidence of potential
If you have no degree
SUBTRACT
the regression.
9,976 _
wage/salary rlisf-rimIf you hold a professional certification ADD
To calculate an es8,700
8,700
ination by gender.
If you are male
ADD
timated salary, start
8,622
8,622
While there are
$61,667
Estimated Salary Level $.
many factors that
with the base figure
It can influence the
of $32,177. To this
figure, add or subcompensation
of
tract the amount for your management level, add the product
members, gender appears to be the most interesting because it
of the numbers of years in the field and $936, add the amount
suggests discrimination exists in the workplace. Thus, gender for a master's degree ($6,839) or subtract the amount for no
related factors will continue to be tracked in future IMA
degree ($9,976), add the increment for being certified ($8,700),
salary surveys. ■
and add $8,622 if you are male. The calculated amount proKarl E. Reichardt, CMA, is an associate professor of accounting in the College
vides an estimate that predicts up to 37% of the variability in
of Business Administration at Valparaiso University. He holds a Ph.D. in Accountancy from the University of Missouri Columbia.
salaries resulting from the demographic variables considered.

SUMMARYOBSERVATIONS

A

David L. Schroeder is an associate professor of decision sciences in the College of Business Administration at Valparaiso University. He holds a Ph,D in
Management Information Systems from Oklahoma State University.
The authors wish to express their gratitude to the Institute of Management
Accountants for their support in conducting this research. The authors also wish
to thank all the student aides who assisted in data entry, but especially Amy
Arff for her work on the survey.

n obvious commentary regarding the results from the seventh annual survey is that 1995 was a good year for IMA
members. Average salary and average total compensation in'Previous years' results were reported in David L. Schroeder and Karl E. Reichardt,
"Salaries 1994," MANAGEMENT AccoUNTING, Vol. LXXVI, No. 12, June 1995, pp. 24.34; Karl E.
creased over 1994 levels, and the increases were prevalent
Reichardt and David L. Schroeder, 'Salarie s 1993," MANAGEMENT ACCOUNT ING, Vol. LXXV,
throughout the various different classifications presented.
No. 12, Jun e 19 94, pp. 22 -30 ; D avid L. Sch roe der and Kar l E . Re ich ardt , " Sala rie s 19 92"
MANAGEMENT ACcouN-nNG, Vol. LXXIV, No. 12, June 1993, pp. 27 -35; Karl E. Reichardt and
Professional certification— whether CMA or CPA— continDavid L. Schroed er, "Sal aries 1 991," MA NAGEMENT ACCOUNT ING, Vo l. LXXIII, No. 1 2, June
1992, pp. 2 1 -27; Davi d L. Schroe der and Kar l E. Reicha rdt, "Salar ies 1990," MANAGEMENT
ues to be an important factor in compensation. Individuals
ACCOUNTING, Vol. LXXII, No. 12, June 1991, pp. 25 -31; and Karl E. Reichardt and David L.
possessing professional certification earn significantly more
Schroeder, " N A A Salaries," MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, Vol. LXXI, No . 11, May 1990,
than those who do not have any professional certification, and
pp. 18.24,
this differential is evident at all age levels and follows individuals throughout
their careers.
As in prior years, gender issues continue to be very interesting. For the second
year in a row, the proportion of women in
hesalarysurveywasmailedduringDecember1995toarandomsampleof4,800IMAmemthe survey has been greater than the first
five years. Women members are younger,
bers.ThesamplewasselectedtorepresentgeographicallythemembershipofIMAintheUnited
fewer have master's degrees, have spent
States.Thequestionnairepacketincludedareturnenvelopeandaseparatepostcardtoindicate
less time in the field, and are less likely to
possess professional certification. These
returnofthesurvey.Afollow-upsurveywassentinJanuary1996tothosewhohadnotreturned
factors can all contribute to women having positions that are, on the average, at
thepostcardfromthefirstmailing.Thesamplesizewasselectedtoallowfora95%confidence
a lower level than men and having compensation figures that are approximately
levelofestimatingthepopulationmeanwithinplusorminus3%baseduponexpectedreturnrates.
70% of their male counterparts'. At the
same time, when compensation is comA total of 2,386 questionnaires were for a 95% confidence level for all data
pared by gender and age (Figure 2) and
returned yielding an overall response in the survey because those persons
gender and years in field (Table 3),
rate of almost 50%. Of this number, responding to the survey represented
there were 2,152 usable question- the IMA membership proportionately
women earn less than men in every catenaires representing 45% of persons for those demographics maintained by
gory. The regression equation for estimating a salary level for IMA members that
surveyed. This response rate allows IMA.
is bresented in Table 13 includes a dollar
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In part 1, Robin Cooper described five cost
management techniques practiced by some
of today's "lean" enterprises. Activity -based
cost management (ABCM) and treatment
protocols were examples from Western practice. Target costing, kaizen costing, and harnessing the entrepreneurial spirit were
lessons from Japan. A major underlying factor in these techniques was that as cost
management evolves, the need for management accounting grows while the need for
management accountants lessens.
In part 2, he explains the implications for
management accountants and offers some
challenges for them to think about as a sort
of early warning signal.

BYROBINCOOPER

IMPLICATIONSFOR
MANAGEMENTACCOUNTANTS

T he techniques I discussed (in Part 1,

How many of today's management accountants will become highly skilled, important
members of the management team in the future?

May 19961 highlight six major changes
in the practice of management accounting. First, as cost management
becomes more important, so does management accounting. Many cost management techniques rely heavily on
management accounting information.
Often they require cost information
that is not collected at present, requiring the firm's cost systems to be upgraded as was the case at Kirin Breweries and Brookwood Medical Center.
Second, empowering the cost manJUNE 1996
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agement process requires decentralizing the management accounting function. The collection of accounting information on the shop floor shifts from
accountants to members of the workforce who use that information, which
ensures the relevant information is collected and acted upon in a timely manner. Such shifts can be seen at Sumitomo, Shionogi, and in many ABCM
applications.
Third, the management accounting
function often adopts a supportive and
monitoring role, not a more active one
as proponents have suggested. At Nissan, the accounting department is involved only at the end of the target
costing process. Accountants have the
responsibility of ensuring that as products enter production, they meet the
assumptions underlying their target
costs. The rest of the target costing
process is the responsibility of marketing, production, product engineering,
and other functional
specialties. While
management accounting plays an impor-

tant role in target
costing, management
accountants play only
a small one.
Fourth, in environments where management accounting
has not been strong,
such as hospitals, management accountants can play a critical role in developing new information systems to support cost management. These
individuals must be skilled at designing and implementing management accounting systems. But the role of the
management accountant is more subtle
than it may appear. As the evidence
from BMC has shown, the management accountant typically plays a support role, not a lead role, in the implementation and design of such systems.
I am not belittling that role, nor the
skill it requires. I'm cautioning against
assuming that the management accounting function is automatically the
appropriate champion or that a management accountant is the appropriate
team leader for designing new cost
management systems.
Fifth, many cost management techniques do not rely to any extent upon
management accounting information.
Such systems use organizational forces
36
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to achieve cost management. It is unlikely that a management accountant
would be the most effective person to
introduce such a system. Consequently,
cost management is a broader discipline than management accounting
and should be embraced by everyone in
the firm.
Sixth, the automation of management accounting systems reduces the
need for management accountants to
be involved in the preparation and use
of management accounting information. Instead, they are required to help
design and implement the cost collection systems. Once the system is designed, however, much of the day -today management accounting can be
transferred to the workforce.
Thus the evidence supports the suggestion that management accountants
should adopt a more active role in the
management process, but only a few
highly skilled management accountants will be able
to adopt such a
role. Most will
find themselves
at risk of being at
a career dead -end
as the management accounting
function is decentralized and the
demand for their
skills drops. The
critical point is that the demand for
management accountants is, in part,
driven by who should collect the accounting data. Kaplan recognizes the
superiority of the user in identifying
ideas for continuous improvement:
Ideas for continuous improvement (to
reduce and eventually eliminate defects and waste, to improve quality,
and to shorten cycle and throughput
times) best come from operators —the
people who are closest to the work being performed and who see, first-

hand, the types of defects that occur
and the principal causes of these
defectS.24
But he says that only management
accountants can develop the financial
information the users require:
While management accountants may
not have primary responsibility for
providing the physical inform ation,
only they can provide the relevant,
accurate, and timely financial information to employees. This financial
information, however, is unlikely to
be the standard costs and variances

from the organization's traditional
accounting system. The new financial and cost information must be
derived from intimate knowledge
of the underlying technologies, capabilities, markets, and strategy of the
organization.25

It is this assumption that is at
odds with the evidence. Once the
appropriate systems are in place,
an empowered workforce can and
should undertake much of the data
collection. The evidence suggests
that taking management accounting
to the user is more successful than
taking the user to management
accounting.

THE CHALLENGES

Individuals involved in management
accounting have to accept that their
professional lives are going to be altered significantly over the next decade
by the growing importance of cost
management. Three groups in particular will be affected: management accounting professionals, certifying institutes, and academic specialists in
management accounting. Each group
has a different challenge to face.
professionals.
For management accounting professionals, the central challenge lies in
choosing their future role. They can
"circle the wagons" and try to maintain
the status quo by stating, "I am a management accountant and have a valuable role to play and will make the
management accounting function even
more critical to the firm." Or they can
take management accounting to the
user and support the cost management
process actively. This response involves
training as many individuals in the
firm as possible in the use of the appropriate management accounting
techniques so they can undertake cost
management programs, decentralizing
much of the management accounting
function, and developing new management accounting systems to support
cost management programs as they
evolve.
Under this option, the management
accountant freely adopts a support
role and sets out to design the systems
the user requires, often with the user
leading the way. The value of this approach can be seen in the reaction of
the manager of cost accounting to a
Management accounting
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TMl" is the proven OLAP environment
that sets you free to develop creative
new insights — even under pressure.
And that leads to better decisions in
enterprise budgeting, forecasting and
reporting — in far less time.
We call it Insight on Demand:°
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Your business runs on ideas,
not just data.
TM1 works the way you think.
In business terms. Dynamically.
Multidimensionally. Collaboratively.
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including Excel$ or Lotus" spreadsheets. But now, they take on new
meaning. You see relationships that
were hidden before. Find answers
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Spend more time creating,
less time waiting.
TM1 works at the speed of thought.
As fast as your business changes, you
know the impact. Make a change,
see the effect. Instantly. Test dozens
of pricing scenarios, gauge the consequences of every budget option, get vital
results — now. You can charge ahead
to explore more creative solutions in
a fraction of the time. You gain a vital
strategic advantage by making more
insightful decisions at unmatched speed
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"private cost system" at Hewlett Packard's Roseville Network Division:
When we discovered that the engineers were using a different definition of product costs to make their design decisions, we knew we were in
trouble and had to change our existing cost system. Finance decided that
whatever the designers needed we
should give them.' 6

The outcome was a new cost system
with the specific objective of supporting the product engineers in the product design process. The engineers, not
the accountants, drove the evolution
of this system over time. As the engineers discovered weaknesses in the
cost model, the model was updated at
their request.
Management accountants also must
accept that the bulk of the management accounting function should be decentralized to the users. Cost management should be practiced by the
workforce, not by management accounting specialists. Over time the
need for management accountants actively supporting the cost management
process might fall to quite low levels as

management accounting skills are
decentralized:
Financial reports might be supplanted by business reports, and those reports might be generated by the managers who use them rather than by
legions of accountants.27

As management accounting is decentralized to support cost management
programs, the importance of the management accounting function will
lessen. This process already has begun
at many major American firms such as
AT &T, GM, HP, and Motorola where
the management accounting functions
have been decreased by more than 50%
in recent years.28 And there is no reason to suspect that the downsizing is
complete. One only has to look at the
management accounting function in
Japanese firms to see how far the
downsizing can go.
If the movement to cost management
over management accounting goes as
anticipated, only highly trained management accountants with a broad general business background and excellent
system design skills will be required.

As Kaplan suggests, as the new management accountants become effective
members of the management team,
they have to spend less time dealing
with financial accounting, auditing,
and tax issues. More of their time must
be spent learning about product and
process technology, operations, systems, marketing, strategy, and the behavioral and organizational issues relating to the implementation of new
systems and processes.29
Yet how many such individuals does
a single company require? Certainly
not the same number as are in the
management accounting function of
most companies today.

The certifying INStifub:. Historically,
accounting has dominated professional
certifications. It is time to shed the
constraints of history and convert the
professional institutes from their accounting origins to cost management.
Therefore, the institutes that are responsible for certifying management
accountants must begin the process of
converting to institutes of cost management. Such a transition consists of
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three major components. The first is to
reduce significantly the financial accounting portion of certification requirements. The second is to change
the types of individuals certified. The
third is to incorporate change management into the Certified Management
Accountant (CMA) curriculum.
The suggestion to eliminate most of
the financial accounting from the syllabus may surprise many readers because it challenges the very origins of
management accounting. Yet careful
analysis of much of cost management
practice and, for that matter, management accounting practice will show
how little specialized financial accounting knowledge is required.
The second major component of the
transition requires the institutes to
find ways of changing the type of individuals they certify. Instead of accounting backgrounds, future applicants
should have backgrounds in diverse
fields such as medicine, engineering,
product design, marketing, and other
functional specialties. The aim of the
institutes shifts from creating career
management accountants or cost management specialists to spreading
knowledge of cost management techniques, including management accounting, as widely as possible
throughout a firm. Some newly certified individuals will continue to have
strong financial accounting backgrounds. They will become career management accountants, but their education must be very broad if they are to
fulfill the new demands of the job. The
others will be functional specialists
that are adding cost management and
management accounting to their
knowledge bases. It is these individuals who will practice cost management.
Probably the biggest challenge that
cost management faces is the high risk
of failure associated with attempts to
implement new systems. The process of
change of any technical nature is
fraught with peril. Introducing a new
budgeting system (which has the same
objectives as the old system) is much
easier than changing an organization
from a cost - center -based to a profit center -based approach, from design then- determine -cost to target costing,
or from traditional to activity -based
costing.30 Some estimates suggest that
technical changes have failure rates in
the 30% to 70% level depending upon
40 MAMAGi HINT ACCOUNnNG NNE 1996

the scope and nature of the change.31
While failure can be traced to many
causes, a major contributor is the lack
of change management expertise of individuals charged with achieving the
transformation. Often such individuals
have management accounting backgrounds, or the project leader is from a
functional discipline, but the management accountant plays a significant
role in the change process. Unfortunately, most management accountants
have inadequate exposure to managing
technical change. Such lack of exposure
increases the risk of failure by diminishing the chances that the right
change environment will be created."
Consequently, the third major component of the challenge faced by the
certifying institutes is to develop courses and correspondingly expand the curriculum of the CMA examination to include extensive coverage of systems
design and implementation, change
management, and the strategic role of
cost management. For existing members, the institutes should develop continuing professional education courses
that enable them to retool. To help
members accept the transition, requiring their attendance at some of these
new courses might be necessary.

ated with implementing new cost management techniques and of how to ensure that these new systems create
company -wide pressures to reduce
costs. Consequently, the techniques
studied must include any that can be
used to create pressures to reduce
costs, even if they do not require management accounting. Microprofit centers are an example.
Second, the topics they teach and the
way they are taught must be altered.
Topics such as variance analysis (particularly three- and four -way analysis
of variance) will be downgraded in importance and replaced with issues such
as target and kaizen costing. This transition is more fundamental than it appears at first. To teach cost management requires a general knowledge of
strategy, marketing, production, and
product design engineering and issues
surrounding change management and
system implementation. A background
in accounting, especially financial accounting, will be of little use in preparing for such courses, either for the instructor or the students. Such course
diversity should mandate the need for
an integrated, interdisciplinary curriculum with the foundation rooted in
management information systems.

Management accounting academies.
Management accounting academics
face an interesting dilemma. As cost
management becomes more important,
an increased number of students will
want to learn about management accounting. This increase in interest is
understandable: Management accounting does indeed play an important support role for cost management. The increased number of students may
suggest to some academics that the
status quo is not only fine but in fact is
"doing great." Unfortunately, management accounting is only a small subset
of what students of cost management
should be taught. If the management
accounting academics do not step forward to fill the gap, then somebody
else will, relegating the management
accounting academics to a support, as
opposed to a dominant, role in teaching
cost management.
Those academics who decide to transition to researching and teaching cost
management accept two considerable
challenges. First, their research must
include studies of the problems associ-

WHAT'STHEFUTURE?

T he growing importance of cost management is changing the practice of
management accounting significantly.
These changes are both subtle and profound. The need for management accountants will fall, while the need for
management accounting will rise. This
apparently contradictory outcome reflects the decentralization of management accounting tasks to the workforce. The management accountants
who survive this transition will be
highly skilled, important members of
the management team. To survive,
they must develop skills in systems design and implementation, change management, and strategy, and they must
be knowledgeable about cost management and management accounting. It
is this skill set that will enable them to
play the important role that modern
management accounting demands.
Management accountants who do not
develop the right skill set either will
have to develop functional expertise to
allow them to transfer to the function-
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al areas of the company or risk finding
themselves at a career dead -end.
The certifying institutes face an interesting challenge. They must reduce
the number of management accountants they certify or reposition the certification so that it appeals to functional specialists who want to learn more
about cost management and management accounting. The central thrust of
certification will shift toward cost management and contain much less financial accounting, In addition, the institutes should use their continuing
education programs as mechanisms to
help existing members update their
skills to the demands of the new
environment.
Academics face a different dilemma.
The increase in importance of cost
management may increase the number
of management accounting students,
but the material taught by academics
must be shifted away from its current
heavy emphasis on accounting. Management accounting faculty must develop new material about cost management techniques, change management,
and implementation of technical

J
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change. Otherwise, they will be teaching their students only a subset of
what they must learn. This new material will require greater knowledge of
practice and will be more challenging
to teach. Eventually textbooks must be
rewritten to reflect the new curricula.
Of the three groups affected by the
changes in the way management accounting is practiced, the certifying institutions are best able to act as a catalyst for change. Through their
certification processes, institutes can
define an appropriate skill set for their
new members and thus potentially influence what is taught at the universities. In addition, through their continuing professional education programs,
they can shape the skill set of established practitioners. To be effective,
however, the institutes must become
proactive in the transition to the new
order. They must educate their existing
members. They must seek new types of
members actively and modify their curricula aggressively. If they fail to take
these steps, the CMA could cease to be
viewed as a useful certification, and
thousands of career management ac-
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countants will be ill- prepared to adapt
to the changes in the practice of management accounting that are occurring
and will continue to occur. ■
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Lights!Cameras!
The
finance
function
drives the
illusion
created by

Effect: Santa's sleigh flying over house and leaving a path of falling snow. Technique: Live action shot of house
and people standing in front. Computer - generated sleigh and reindeer.

BYRAYSCALICE

Recent advances in computer and image technology have led to countless opportunities for
Certfi*cate Merit
creative visual- effects production. For example,
id you know that eight of the 10 all -time using computer techniques, 50 people can behighest- grossing films used visual effects to come 50,000 people, and actors can be dropped
make the impossible, possible and the un- into exotic settings. The market for visual effects
believable, believable? The lifelike dinosaurs in is expanding beyond feature films and commerJurassic Park and the rapid -fire Ping -Pong cial production to the creation of next - generation
match in Forrest Gump are just two examples of video games, simulator rides, special -venue atvisual effects that portray what we believe to tractions, 3 -D films, and high- profile entertainbe reality. Effects artists have pushed the enve- ment exhibits.
The stars of this type of production, digital
lope to create photorealistic images for major
artists,
are highly skilled and uniquely talented
feature films and theme park attractions. These
individuals
who are able to create dramatic
innovations are made possible by a combination
of imagination, technology, and management scenes and bring life to modeled creatures. To
perform their special brand of creativity, they
accounting.
Defined simply, visual effects are images pro- need a flexible working environment they conduced from special photographic or electronic - sider conducive to getting the job done. The chalsystem techniques to create illusions of reality. lenge for creative businesses is providing this
Filmmakers turn to visual effects companies nurturing climate while conducting business in a
when they need objects or environments that do competitive and cost - efficient manner.
Expanded interest in this special field has
not exist, when real -life objects or locations cannot be obtained or accessed, or when the use of generated increased competition. There are more
real -life objects is precluded for reasons of safety than 30 independent visual- effects companies in
the United States, and three of the six major film
or expense.

of

visualeffects
companies.
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...Accountants?
studios in Southern California have established
their own visual- effects divisions. Buena Vista
Visual Effects (BVVE), a business segment of the
Walt Disney Studios, is one of the key facilities.
Although to a lay person this field may seem
exciting, the business side of visual effects is
characterized by fixed -price contracts, short
schedules, and long hours. BVVE minimizes the
inherent risk of cost overruns, which often are
associated with this unique business, by emphasizing a project team structure, producing accurate budgets, and implement- ■
ing an effective management reporting
and control system.

HOWBVVEISORGANIZED

BUDGETINGTHESANTACLAUSE

N umerous

components make up an effects
budget. Every show includes the creation of original images using various approaches and techniques to produce a desired effect. This process
results in a wide range of possible costs.
For instance, a visual- effects shot can range
from $5,000 to $50,000 depending on its running
time (usually three to seven seconds) and com-

JobSCTHESANTACLAUSE
Category/Function
-ntlum M31175

B uena Vista Visual Effects' operating

Number Ratein
Number 0/T D/T
Required Dollars Units of Weeks Rate Hours

Total
Cost

scenes)
$ 18,990
21,313
21,200
54,375
16,250
21,600
$153,728 +,

52,000
41,600
10,590
5104,190

'

&

1
1,200 week
15
45
22
1000 Effects editor
division consists of eight functional de1
1,000 week
20
37.5 35
1014 Digital scanning operator
partments: storyboard
art, digital
1
1,000 week
20
37.5 32
1015 Film recording operator
processing, computer graphics, matte
8 Compositeartist
2
1,200 week
22
45
35
101
painting, stage photography, produc0 Rawfilmstock
25,000
0.65 feet
202
tion staff, finance and administration,
30,000
0.72 feet
2030Film processing
and engineering and technical services.
tal SC10 effects shots
To
Creating visual effects is a collaborative process that often involves every
department.
1010 Effects supervisor
1
2,000 week
26
With each project the challenge is to
1005 Effects producer
1
1,600 week
26
balance creative energies with finan2055 Screening room
3
95
hour
24
150
25
cial discipline. The two forces are not
Tot
SC15
production
staff
T
o
mutually exclusive. Interaction and
communication between the creative
and financial personnel are essential to
1020 Computer animator
2
1,200 week
14
45
38
success. BVVE achieves this dual focus
1030 Graphics artist
2
1,000 week
12
37.5 30
under a matrix organization structure
2080 Miniature /model maker
3
900 week
12
that temporarily assigns departmental
Tot SC20 reindeer /sleigh
To
individuals to a project team. This
Total controllable costs
structure brings together creative, operational, and business management
Production overhead @ 65%
resources for a common purpose and in
Total production cost
an efficient manner. During the proMark -up 015%
ject, team members report primarily to
Total
contract price
Note:Numericaldataarefictitiousandusedfor ilustrationpurposesonly.
the effects -show producer, who is
charged with overall responsibility for
the budget and production schedule. When plexity. On a high- profile film the cost of creating
projects end, the workforce is reduced. Key visual effects can range from $5 million to $10
"core" individuals such as the producer, matte million, representing approximately 20% of the
artist, compositing artist, and a key camera op- total film budget. Because visual- effects producerator in each department are carried between tion is subject to fixed -price contracts, the scope
projects.
of the work must be defined with the least
JUNE 1996

35,310
25,125
32,400
92,835
$350,753
227,989
$578,742
86,812
$665,554
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amount of uncertainty so an accurate
bid can be prepared. Based on the evaluation of prior cost reports, Buena Vista
Visual Effects has developed standard
costs for certain effects as benchmarks
to facilitate reliable budgeting.
The key individuals who are ultimately responsible for the production
and cost of the effects shots are involved
in the original budget process. The budgeting for The Santa Clause illustrates
the process. First, the supervisor and
producer of the effects shots read the
script and identify what is needed for
the desired look. The key project members meet with the film's director, who
is the client, to go over design concepts.

job number identifies each project. The
first two digits denote the project name,
such as "SC" for The Santa Clause.The
next two digits represent the job category. In this example, "10" signifies the "effects shots," and "15" signifies the "creative/production staff," The last four
numeric digits refer to the job function,
which is a more specific breakdown of
each task. For instance, 1000 are the
four digits for the "effects editor," 1014
denote the "digital scanning operator,"
and so on. Because direct labor generally is 65% to 70% of the total budgeted
cost, a vast number of job functions are
assigned numbers for effective labor cost control. As shown in the table, the

sum of the direct budgeted costs of
$153,728 from the master budget, 65%
overhead allocation of $99,923, and a
15% markup of $38,049. The effects producer derives the price per shot by estimating the labor dollars based on the
length, complexity, and number of elements in each shot. Generally, the more
elements in a shot, the more expensive
the shot. Also, per -shot costs are compared to costs of similar shots from prior shows for reasonableness. This type
of presentation gives the client an opportunity to evaluate the worth of a
shot in the scene, sets a price (credit)
for deleted shots, and offers a reasonable way to compare bids with competing facilities.

PRODUCTIONSCHEDULE
Usually it takes eight months to a
EffectTechnique
Price
Computer graphics imagery,
matte painting.
$ 64,400
Matte painting, miniature effects
animation,
44,200
Composite miniature sleigh with
live action background.
39,500
View of North Pole. (2 camera views) Matte painting, live action insert.
45,000
Miniature, blue screen presents.
Vertical sleigh takes off; toys fall
56,000
from the sky. (2 shots)
Effects
animation,
live
action.
42,600
In a flash, the elves are gone.
Subtotal effects shots
S291,700

Scene # Scene Description
11 & 12
Reindeer lands on roof of a quaint
house. (2 shots)
67
Sleigh shoots off into night sky at
warp speed.
72
Sleigh flying along rooftop.
80 & 84
92 & 93
106

Design, production coordination, and creative supervision of the effects.

$197,700

Create computer graphics imagery of reindeer and miniature sleigh.
Note.Numericaldataarefictitiousandusedforillustrationpurposesonly
Total contract price

$176,154
$665,554

Next, " storyboards" are created for each
effects shot. A storyboard is a visual
representation of the shot that describes in detail the action that occurs,
the length of the shot (measured in
frames: 24 frames equals one second of
film), and the elements required (models, live action background, matte painting, and so forth). Once the storyboards
are approved and the exact number of
shots determined, a detailed budget is
prepared.
Buena Vista Visual Effects uses a
master budget form generated from an
Excel spreadsheet (see Table 1). This
budget is for internal use only, and it is
not shown to the client. An eight -digit
44
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project team is responsible only for the
"total controllable costs" of $350,753.
Production overhead expenses are allocated based on a predetermined rate
applied to the total direct cost. Overhead encompasses expenses that cannot
be traced reasonably to a specific job,
such as department -head salaries for
planning and supervision, technical services, equipment maintenance, and general operating supplies.
Then a contract bid is presented to
the client. The bid shows a description
of the effects shot, the techniques used
to accomplish the effect, and the price of
each shot (see Table 2). The subtotal
price of $291,700 for effects shots is the

year to produce a feature film, depending on its size and complexity. In recent
years, studio executives have shortened
production schedules in order to reduce
film budgets. Because visual effects are
created in the "post - production" phase
of the filmmaking process, pressure is
placed on this last part of the schedule
to make up for the delays that occurred
during principal photography (the live action shooting with principal actors).
Missing a contractual delivery deadline
can damage a company's reputation and
relationship with key clients.
To minimize Buena Vista Visual Effects' exposure, a "production delivery
schedule" is agreed upon before work
begins. For instance, certain live- action
scenes filmed by the client's production
unit must be delivered to the company
on specific dates to ensure ample time
to complete the effects by the scheduled
deadlines. For each day production is
delayed in delivering the needed scenes,
one additional day is added to the
effects schedule.

COSTREPORTINGANDCONTROL

C ontrolling direct costs is essential to
preserve the profit margin built into the
fixed -price contract. The management
accounting staff has designed an online
job reporting system that will monitor
costs closely in a flexible and efficient
manner. The costs charged to the job
control numbers are accumulated and
monitored against the budget. One of
the main purposes of the reporting sys-

tern is to uncover problems as early as
possible so that corrective action can be
taken. Processed data from the various
accounting modules (payroll, accounts
payable, and general ledger) are downloaded from the main computer to an
Alpha IV database. From this database,
various reports are generated to monitor the costs of the shows.
The cost summary is a key management report (see Table 3). In this report,
the columns "cost this week" and "cost
to date" include actual costs processed
from the accounting modules. The numbers in the "committed" column represent those costs that are committed to
outside contractors and suppliers based
on information generated from the electronic purchase order system. These
costs usually are long lead -time items
or contracted work -in- process. If a partial payment is made, then a portion of
the committed costs is reduced. Late
time -card entries, film stock purchases,
and film processing services are examples of "accruals" for an effects show.
The most difficult numbers to project,
and yet the most important to calculate,
are those in the "estimate to complete"
column. Because labor is the largest
cost component, the database system
tracks the estimated final dates for employees hired for a specific time period.
A report shows the projected staff size
and the employees on the payroll who
have exceeded their final dates. The "estimated final cost" column is a useful
way of showing what the project is expected to cost upon completion and provides early warning signals to problem
areas.
The numbers for the "original budget"
column are entered from the master
budget and remain intact throughout
production. When change orders are
approved, the "changes" column reflects the costs of doing the additional
work.
The cost summary focuses on variances and illustrates "management by
exception" reporting, placing attention
primarily on the important deviations
from budgeted items. The estimated final costs are compared against the last
period's estimate. This information is
useful for management because it highlights deviations due to unexpected
changes and/or errors in estimating final costs. Significant changes are reviewed and explained to management
on a weekly basis.

Imaginewhatitwouldbeliketohaveallthefinancialinformationyouneedat
yourfingertipsexactlywhenyouneedit. Howmuch moreproductive
couldyoubeifallyouraccountingfunctionswereseamlesslyintegratedwith

Microsoft"Office providing youwithunlimited views of your financial
dataand paperlessworkflow?Couldyoufunctionmoreefficientlyifyour
accountingpackagecouldbe easilyintegrated withthirdpartypackages?
WithVisionShiftAccounting,yougetthisrobustfunctionalityandmore.
VisionShiftAccountingprovides youwitha whole newwayto work.
it'ssoflexible,itcanbeusedinanyindustry.BuiltexclusivelywithMicrosoft

BackOffiee, VisionShiff Accountingcombinesadvanced
client/server technology with superior tools in order to put information
immediately inthehandsofkeydecisionmakers.

tools for

Call today for more information.

8131878-7867
vsinfo@geac,com
http://www.geac,com/vs/
Resellers/DealerscallGaryVigneau,NationalSalesManager813/872-9990.

Microsoft Solution Provider

Digital Business Partner

VisionShfltisavodennnkofGearComputers,Inc.Microsoft,Microsoftoffice,Windows,MivasoftAccess,Visunli6wor.WindowsNImn1MammhSol
SarvermeeitherregisteredIrodemorksmnodernmksofMicrosoftCorporationintheUnitedSlatesand/orotheriountnes.

Circle No. 8

�
Budget Changes Prior
Estimate to Estimated
Cost This Week Cost to Date Committed Accruals Total Costs Complete Final Cost Original Changes Variance EFC Report

Job SC - The Santa Clause
Job Categor function
SCIOEffects shots

$ 2,318

$15,478

$15,478

$3,550

$19,028

$18,990

-38

1014 Digital scanning

855

8,455

8,455

14,533

22,988

21,313

-1,675

1015 Film recording

435

7,892

7,892

14,100

21,922

21,200

-792

1018 Composite artist

1,755

10,975

10,975

43,050

54,025

54,375

350

2020 Raw film stock

1,131

3,533

-283

1000 Effects editor

2,633

2030 Film processing

Total SCIOEffects shots

1010 Effects supervisor
2055 Screening room
Total SC15 Creativeiproduction

$1,587

4,382

10,033

6,500

16,533

16,250

5,969

15,645

21,614

21,600

-14

156,180 153,728

-2,452

$0

58,802

97,378

8,250

8,250

43,750

52,000

52,000

7,904

7,904

33,696

41,600

41,600

0
186

9,127

50,715

3,426
2,606

1005 Effects producer

$6,500

6,500

1,587

-1,696

0

340

1,364

9,040

10,404

10,590

340

17,518

86,486

104,004

104,190

28,050

35,897

35,310

-587

20,500

25,637

25,125

-512

26,500

5,200

31,700

32,400

700

93,234

92,835

0

-399

-525

5353,418 $350,153

$0

-2,665

- $2,221

524

1,024

6,556

17,178

1,755

7,847

7,847

4,259

5,137

0

- 51,696

0

186

SC20 Reindeerisleigh
1020 Computer animator
1070 Graphic artist

1,114

Total SC20 Reindeer /sleigh
Total SCOO The Santa Clause

878

26,500

2080 Miniatures /models
2,869

12,106

0

878

39,484

48,550

$18,552

$79,999

$61500

$2,805

$115,604

$232,414

-525

Note; Numerical data are fictitious and used for illustration purposes unly
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for Industrial Light & Magic, a Lucasfilm division that
created the magical visual
effects for motion pictures
such as Jurassic Park and
Forrest Gump.During his
two -year stint, he was involved with several multimillion dollar visual- effects
projects including Ghost busters 11, Who Framed
Roger Rabbit?,and Indiana
Jones and the Last Crusade.
Returning to the Disney organization
in 1990, Ray served as vice president,
administration for Buena Vista Visual
Effects. As part of his responsibility for
planning and control, he engineered the
expansion of the division and guided
the business to increasing levels of
profitability.
Now Ray is vice president and general manager for Pacific Title Digital, a
leading digital- effects facility in Los Angeles, where he oversees all aspects of
business operations, strategic planning,
and new technology development.

The reports alone, however, are not
sufficient to control the cost and monitor the progress of the show. Discussions with the project team and observation of the work need to continue
throughout production.
Although advances in com puter technology have made a significant im pact
on film making, they also have made
creative organizations very dependent
on personnel who have those skills.
Creativity is at the core of this industry,
but financial success in the visual effects field depends on creative talent
and efficient business practices. Managem ent accounting is an integral
part of the production process. Its planning, controlling, and communicating
features allow managers to take proper
actions that contribute to cost - effective
results. ■

Ray Scalice is a member of the San Fernando
Valley Chapter, through which this article was
submitted. He was vice president, administration, for Buena Vista Visua l Effects when he
wrote it. Now he can be reached at (213) 9388563.

The right game plan can

DoYour
HumanResources
Add Value?
help financial executives
make sure they do.

BY MICHAEL DONAHUE
he rapidly changing dynamics of the marketplace are forcing companies to question whether they have the appropriate organization, processes, and technology to deliver
human resources (HR) services that add value and are cost effective. Some of the trends driving these considerations are:
■ Changing corporate structures resulting from spin -offs,
mergers and acquisitions, and joint ventures.
■ Demands for cost cutting and administrative efficiency.
■ Changing corporate culture and values, which alter the traditional role HR has played.
■ Evolving workforce, with nontraditional employment
arrangements such as contract labor, part -time employment, telecommuting, and job sharing.
■ Growing trend toward employee self - service.
■ Maturing market of external service providers.
■ Advances in technology, such as sophisticated application
software, kiosks, e-mail, groupware, and the Internet.
■ Management's demand for measurable added value from
the HR function.
Financial executives need to make sure their organization's
HR function runs smoothly and cost efficiently. Too often, companies rush toward outsourcing, reengineering processes, staff
reorganization, and systems implementation without considering the overall impact on the organization. By performing a
structured analysis of HR service delivery, companies often
can gain perspective on the proper course to follow to transform the HR function.

MODELINGHUMANRESOURCES
SERVICEDELIVERY

A n approach that has been used with some of the premier
U.S. corporations can help create a game plan for the entire

operation rather than one that involves isolated decisions
about individual functions. Called a service delivery model, it
develops a blueprint for the organization, processes, and technology to be used by HR to deliver services to its customers:
employees, line management, and executive management. Under this model, all HR functions are considered, including traditional human resources administration, health and welfare
benefits, retirement and retiree benefits, and payroll administration.
Working with a company's internal project team, an external consulting team conducts a detailed review of existing HR
functions and makes key operations recommendations:
■ Should current functions be maintained or eliminated?
■ Should functions be performed in -house or outsourced?
Centralized or decentralized?
■ How can processes be improved by automating or streamlining them?
■ How can technology be applied to improve productivity,
quality, and timeliness?
Performing the steps in the following analysis will help
companies minimize the administrative burden of human resources activities and make processes more efficient and timely for their employees.
• Baseline analysis of company's current processes and procedures; organization and staffing; functional activity
analysis; technical systems support; and policies, procedures, and controls. The baseline analysis is the foundation
for decision making on the viable options and cost/benefits
analysis.
• Benchmark comparison using an HR benchmarking database as well as industry comparative measures, which will
help companies assess their position in the marketplace.
JUNE 1996
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■ Service delivery options analysis listing the functions the
company currently supports and the opportunities it has
for supporting them in the future. This analysis is accompanied by a cost/benefit assessment of the options, the recommended approach, and a high -level implementation
plan.
■ Reengineering opportunities with detailed process flows of
current key HR, benefits, and payroll processes and proposed process flows suggesting changes to reduce administrative burden and improve efficiency.
■ Business and technology requirements including the application and technical requirements to support the proposed
HR service delivery model. Although software is not selected as part of this process, this document may be used to
evaluate the capabilities of software vendors and narrow
the list of prospective vendors. The consulting team also
can provide a company with a list of vendors of application
software (HRIS, kiosk) and other technologies (such as
voice response, employee self - service) that may be applicable for a particular environment.
■ Service delivery model outlining the framework the company will use to deliver HR services in the future and the
migration plan to get it there.
These deliverables will provide both financial and human
resources executives with measurable value and help them determine a strategy to deliver HR services in the future. This
procedure also will assist them in distinguishing the functions
and strategic processes, such as recruiting, staffing, and succession planning, within their HR organization that require
highly skilled staff and will help add value to those that are
largely administrative.
The objective of the service delivery model project is to help
transform HR into a strategic business partner by minimizing
the effort required to perform the necessary administrative
tasks. Eliminating or streamlining the administrative responsibilities of HR allows more effort to be focused on high -value
activities such as recruiting, staffing, training, and managing
the workforce. Then a decision can be made regarding how to
perform the highly routine and transaction- oriented activities
most appropriately. Depending on the needs and goals of the
organization, these activities may be outsourced, performed
centrally in an employee service center, or directed by the employee using employee self - service technology.
To create the service delivery model for an HR function,
companies should follow a two - phased approach.
Phase one. Create operations and technology baseline. The
initial phase of a service delivery model project investigates
and documents current operations. Information on the existing organization is collected through review of existing documents, interviews with staff, and focus groups or surveys. The
findings of the investigation will include documentation of
the staffing levels, the processes performed, and the existing
technology.

Phase two. Develop service delivery model. The second phase
of the service delivery model project focuses on determining
the optimal method of delivering the services HR chooses to
continue performing. This phase may include comparison of
benchmark companies' methods of organizing and delivering
48
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HR services. Based on the current environment, the objectives
and restrictions of the organization, potential models are
developed.
Business and technical requirements are defined in this
phase. Business requirements are based on the needs of senior
management and the HR organization. At this point, reengineering of processes may be performed. Technical requirements consider the existing technical environment and the
feasibility of implementing new technologies.
The final step in the service delivery model project is to select the optimal solution based on all the information collected. A cost/benefit analysis is performed on each of the potential options that will result in a recommendation for the HR
organization of the future. The recommendation may include a
reorganization of staff, implementation of new technologies, or
the outsourcing of operations. An HR organization making any
of these decisions after such thorough investigation and
analysis can feel confident about its actions.

REALWORLDEXAMPLE

A

n international diversified manufacturer suffered from
overlapping costs and efforts in a highly decentralized operation (processing payroll and benefits in multiple locations instead of in one place). It could afford to make only incremental investments in technology. The company was faced with
the need to change the decentralized delivery of services dramatically to gain efficiency and cut costs.
The company turned to KPMG Peat Marwick to develop a
new model for human resources service delivery. The new
model identified $2.5 million in annual savings through the
consolidation of field payroll and benefit operations and the
outsourcing of several functions. Features of the new HR model include: an alliance of third -party vendors for health and
welfare, retirement benefits, and data maintenance working
together to streamline HR processes. The company permitted
direct contact for employees with benefit providers, reduced
efforts at the business unit site, eliminated noncore activities,
and reduced the need for future technology spending. As a result, the company saved money on HR costs and reduced the
amount of unnecessary labor to reach its goals for phased migration with key benefits within a one -year time frame.
Implementing a new model for human resources delivery
could be the answer to reducing HR costs and administrative
duties while creating unity among all facets of a company's
HR function and within the overall organizational structure.
The best way to go about it is to work with a consulting firm
that understands the company's needs and that can help it
make these critical decisions up front:
■
■
■
■

Maintain vs. eliminate functions;
Insource vs. outsource;
Centralize vs. decentralize;
Automate, streamline, or eliminate.

Only after conducting a thorough analysis of the function
and its impact on the company can executives make decisions
about the best use of their human resources. ■
Michael Donahue is national partner in charge, World Class Human Resources Practic e, KPMG Peat Marwick LLP in Radnor, Pa. He can be
reached at (610) 995 -4400.
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BYSTEWARTC.LIBES
eplacing or adding to your staff in
a timely manner can be a difficult
but not impossible task. What's
the best way to find and attract the
most desirable candidates?

KNOWWHOYOU
REALLYWANT

Y

our first step should be to identify
the experience and qualifications needed to fill the position, defining all attributes necessary for someone to assume the responsibilities of the
position. The easiest way to accomplish
this task is to create a comprehensive
"wish list." Talk with subordinates and
superiors. If available, review exit interview notes of former employees who
held that position. Acquire a working
knowledge of the day - to-day functions
of the job, and record them. Next, qualify those job functions, determining
which skills, education, and experience
will be necessary for prospective employees to possess in order to achieve
success in the position. Now you have a
sketch of the ideal candidate and can
begin your search in earnest.

IMPLEMENTATHREEPRONGEDAPPROACH

T hree strategies will make your

Hiring the right employees is more than a
science... it's an art. Here's how you can
master the hiring process.
search more efficient: Advertise creatively, network aggressively, and partner with a qualified staffing service or
executive recruitment firm.
Advertise. Advertising in the Sunday
classifieds is a proven way to attract
candidates, particularly college graduates, the unemployed, and the recently
downsized executive. Make sure, however, that your advertising communicates the benefits of the position and of
your organization. Stress opportunity,
growth potential, and other facets of
the job that will appeal to the candidate you targeted in your "wish list."
Depending on the type and level of
candidate you are seeking, you should
consider advertising in job fair and
trade show guides, association newsletters, industry magazines, national
newspapers and magazines, and on the
Internet. But don't stop there.
Use public relations as part of an ongoing, comprehensive recruitment campaign. Supporting community activities
is one extremely effective PR tool that
can help make your company more visible to potential employees. Being a
good corporate citizen can communi-

cate a message that your company is a
caring, attractive place to work.
Network. Another way to increase your
company's visibility is to network aggressively. The more people know
about your organization, its management style, and what it offers employees, the easier it will be to attract high caliber candidates.
Develop a broad network of contacts.
Be active in trade and professional associations and in organizations where
potential employees would most likely
be active. Become a member of your local chamber of commerce. Make one or
two calls a day to former colleagues
you respect gust to touch base." Networking should be a priority.
Partner with a search firm. The nature
of the staffing industry is to network
continuously with prospects, clients,
and candidates, offering services and
suggestions that continually replenish
its resources. Because staffing services
are in the business of matching candidates and companies, the relationships
built are usually in -depth and ongoing.
Search professionals, therefore, have a
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lost employers have learned not to
rely solely on the information contained in the mountains of resumes
they receive when deciding which candidates to interview. They also can administer a battery of tests —both psychological and skill- oriented —first.
Similar to tests conducted by staffing
specialists, the examinations can be demanding. But evaluating candidate
skills does not have to be a test of your
endurance as well. Using the list of
functional prerequisites you compiled,
assign a value to the experience, education, or qualifications each applicant
brings to the job. This "quantifying capabilities" method will bring you closer
to identifying the abilities a candidate
should exhibit.

EXCELATTHEINTERVIEW

T he in- person interview separates
the contenders from the pretenders.
These tips and suggestions can help
you excel as an interviewer:
■ Give a good first impression. Be on
time. Be sure the area in which the
interview takes place has a neat,
professional appearance. (The impression you make is just as impor50
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■
■

accepting this new responsibility.
Stress the positives of working for
your company. Be aware of the market value of the prospective employee as well as your budget limitations, and be prepared to offer an
acceptable compensation package.
Probe the candidate's interest by
asking about other opportunities he
or she might be exploring. Above all,
remain positive... attitude will help
immensely in bringing negotiations
to a successful close.
Once the interview process is over,
review your notes carefully, evaluate
how well the contenders stack up
against your wish list, and pick your
top three choices. Remember, just because you are enthusiastic about working with a candidate doesn't necessarily mean he or she is enthusiastic about
working with your company. Pick three
winners, and try to close your number
one choice first. If you aren't successful, you still have two worthy candidates from which to choose.

MONEYISN'T EVERYTHING

A

competitive compensation package
will go a long way toward attracting
and retaining good employees, but
not keep them bound
money alone
to you. Compensation programs that
reward employees for excellence —
through recognition and growth —en courage continued achievement. Today's financial executive wants to be
involved, appreciated, and challenged.
The greater the opportunity to contribute and be rewarded for accomplishment, the higher the morale and
productivity. A good benefits package
that exhibits consideration for the
"family" or employees will help maintain a loyal workforce.
The art of hiring outstanding candidates actually is a science —one you
must practice daily. Always be recruiting, no matter what function you are
attending or what job you are performing. In today's competitive world, financial executives always must be
ready to fulfill the staffing needs of
their special skills areas. ■
will

TESTING

tant as the way in which you perceive the candidate.) Don't take a
bad day into the interview with you.
Your attitude creates a perception,
good or bad. Arrange to not be interrupted. If you really want to find
out what a candidate has to offer,
make the person feel welcome and
the interview more conversational
than strictly a question- and -answer
session.
Get the responses you need. Yes or
no answers won't yield the information you need to make a successful
hiring decision. Ask questions in an
open -ended fashion, and create scenarios that elicit thought by the applicant.
Be cognizant of the job requirements. This information comes from
the list you compiled in the beginning of your search. Refer to it often
during the interview process so you
can direct the conversation toward
the evaluation of these attributes.
Make sure you take detailed notes
about each candidate's responses
and any relevant thoughts you have
concerning the candidate. These
notes will help define one candidate
from another in the final decision
process.
Delve into past performance. The
best indicator of how an individual
will perform is how he or she performed on previous jobs. If candidates can demonstrate past success,
the odds are they will be successful
in the future.
IN Envision the future working relationship. If a candidate can prove
his or her ability to assume your
open position, you still need to investigate willingness to get the job
done and manageability once on the
job. Explore personality and organizational traits to illustrate the person's approach to specific tasks.
Probe past relationships with supervisors and subordinates. This portion of the interview can become uncomfortable, but it's absolutely
necessary to avoid potential trouble
after the hire is consummated.
■ Sell your company to contenders.
Once you are convinced a candidate
is a contender to fill the position,
you need to "sell" the prospective
employee on the job, your company,
and you as the future manager. Explain the challenges and rewards of

■

continuous resource of candidates from
which to draw.
A qualified recruiter has the time,
resources, and incentive to check deeper, test further, and evaluate with more
scrutiny each candidate he or she proposes. Staffing services have developed
special computerized skill assessment
systems to test candidates and ensure
their level of proficiency. Most professional recruiters routinely perform
multiple reference checks prior to any
interview taking place. Still others verify degrees and certifications.
For these reasons, a qualified
staffing service can complement your
search and enhance the quality of candidates you interview. In addition,
most work on a straight contingency
basis —so it won't cost you anything
unless you hire one of their candidates,
Consider using a specialized staffing
firm if you are seeking candidates with
special skills such as accountants,
lawyers, healthcare providers, or information technology professionals.

Stewart C. Libes is president and CEO of
Accountants On Call/Accountants Executive
Search. He can be reached at (201) 843 -0006.

CASE STUDIES
IN HUMAN RESOURCES

1

TIDYMAN'S, INC. SHIFTS FROM
HOMEGROWN TO GEACVISIONSHIFT H R

W

hen Tidyman's founders,
Jim Tidyman and Bob
Buchanan, began their warehouse foods company in 1965,
they had no idea that it
would become the premier
retail grocery in Washington,
Idaho, and Montana. With 10
stores, Tidyman's has established itself as an upscale
market specializing in
"Northwest Fresh."
How did Tidyman's make
the shift to retail grocery
catering to individuals for
whom customer service is
important?
Marketing strategy has
centered around community
service and support of local
events. Because it focuses on
customer and community service, and also because the
company is now employee owned, attracting and retaining high- quality, enthusiastic
employees is extremely critical to Tidyman's mission. For
these reasons, the company
took great care in selecting a
robust, flexible payroll and
human resources system.
Initially, Tidyman's had operated both its payroll and
human resource functions on
a homegrown system. With
explosive growth, however, it
no longer could maintain
both mission - critical functions and the administrative
and back -office systems.
As a user of Geac Vision Shift'sGeneral Ledger and
Accounts Payable applications, Tidyman's was
pleased with the ease of use
and flexibility of these applications. So the company

PAYROLL

Series Payroll, it decided to
add World Class Series Human Resources to the suite of
decided to implement World GeacVisionShiftproducts.
Class SeriesTM Payroll, also
One of the advantages gained
from Geac VisionShiftTM, at
by selecting both packages
its headquarters in Washwas a common database. To
ington State.
users this means less data
Although nonunion, Tidy entry, increased data integriman's is located in the heart
ty, and in -sync information
of a heavily unionized area. It for both systems. For exammust vie with other compaple, when a pay raise is initinies for employees, competing ated on the Human Rewith current union wages
sources system, Payroll autoand benefits. This creates
matically reflects this
some unique requirements
change.
for Tidyman's payroll applicaThe Human Resources systion. The original version of
tem enables Tidyman's to
World Class Series Payroll
track all employees —their
could not meet Tidyman's so- education, skill set, employphisticated vacation accrual
ment history, references, and
capabilities, so those needs
comments. When applicants
were addressed with custom
are hired, any information
programming. However, by
that was collected in the sysparticipating in Geac Vision tem is transferred to the emShift's beta program for the
ployee database with just one
next payroll upgrade, Tidy step. All regulatory reporting
man's was able to get all the
is generated without custom
vacation processing flexibility reports, including OSHA,
it needed.
EEOC, and COBRA.
World Class Series Payroll
Kathy Fredrick of the acprovided Tidyman's with a
counting department at Tidy variety of functionality, inman's says, "We were surcluding sophisticated tax pro- prised at the ease of implecessing. Because Tidyman's
menting both systems. After
operates in multiple states,
the initial process of deciding
its requirements are fairly
how we wanted the systems
complex. Deduction and acto be set up, things went very
crual logic is user- defined, so
smoothly. In fact, everything
employees choose a formula
even balanced at year end!
for making charitable deduc"Now changes in regulations from their pay. Employ- tions are addressed by reguees can have pay deposited
lar updates from Geac
directly into one or more acVisionShift, not hours of endcounts. And yet, all the tax,
less programming. And we
benefits, and workers' comcan change our tables and
pensation reports are generprocessing options whenever
ated in minutes.
we need to, without help from
At the same time that
Geac technical support," conTidyman's was beta testing
tinued Ms. Fredrick.
the upgrade to World Class
The modular nature of the

Geac VisionShift products
has made it easy for Tidy man's to add applications. In
January 1996, Tidyman's
added the client/server application called VisionShiftHR
Desktop. Built exclusively
with Microsoft tools and optimized for Microsoft Back Office to integrate with Microsoft Office, this application loads World Class Series
Human Resources and Payroll databases into a Microsoft SQL Server database
for inquiry, reporting, and
data analysis.
Notices to employees about
benefit changes, expense report deadlines, and unused
vacation days about to be
lost can be communicated
through e-mail or mail merge.
According to Ms. Fredrick,
HR Desktop "revolutionized
the way we functioned. I can't
tell you how much easier it
has made our lives. When
managers call and want special reports run, I can do it in
less than five minutes. Sometimes we have to generate
letters to specific employees,
and I just create an ad hoc
query to pull the appropriate
employees and then mail
merge the result with my letters in Microsoft Word. It's a
snap. If I had to summarize
its benefits to us, it's that HR
Desktop provides us with immediate access to information
and the productivity tools to
process it."
"HR Desktop is an incredible time - saver. Now we can
focus on what the information means and how we can
apply it, not how to extract
the data from the system,"
adds Ms. Fredrick. ■
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OPTIMA HEALTH CHOOSES OBJECT
ORIENTATION WITH SOFTWARE 2000'S
INFUM M: HR/PAYROLL
T o compete effectively in
Optima selected Software
today's managed healthcare
environment, companies
must keep costs low and yet
maintain high levels of service. Like the banking and
high - technology industries,
healthcare companies are involved in consolidation,
downsizing, and reengineering efforts in an effort to remain competitive. Optima
Health, a major provider of
healthcare services for the
residents of greater Manchester and southern New Hampshire, is focusing its information technology efforts to
strengthen its growing national reputation.
Optima Health offers a variety of healthcare services
including acute care hospitalization, ambulatory care,
home care, and surgery, as
well as specializations in cardiology and oncology. The
company's New England
Heart Institute is the region's
premier provider of cardiac
services. Optima Health employs 4,000 people in 12 locations, with more than 10 service lines.
Optima Health's information systems group provides
services to each Optima entity. A wide -area network
(WAN), supporting multiple
protocols, links all sites that
carry both patient - specific
data and business transactions. The network infrastructure supports 3,700
users across 2,500 devices,
including 700 personal
computers.
Optima needed to consolidate its 12 disparate payroll
and HR systems, which resulted when the company
merged two existing hospitals. Each payroll and HR
system was operated as a
separate tax identification
center.
52
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2000's human resources
package, including Desktop
Manager and Infinium: Human Resources/Payroll, for
the consolidation. "To remain
competitive, we must streamline our business processes,
pool resources, and refocus on
our strengths," said Tom
Dionisio, CIO for Optima
Health. "Using Software
2000's Infinium: HR/Payroll
object- oriented solution,
Optima Health is well -positioned to compete and win in
today's changing healthcare
marketplace."
The company researched
the market for HR solutions
and decided to move directly
to next - generation object
technology rather than migrate first to relational databases and then to an object oriented solution.
"We recognized object technology as the next big wave
and decided to hedge our bet
and jump forward to a human
resources product that exploited the inherent benefits
of object - oriented technology,"
said Dionisio. "We looked at
five software packages and
selected Software 2000 because we felt we could get up
and running significantly
faster due to its leading -edge
object orientation and its
affinity with the AS1400."
Optima conducted a benchmarking study to determine
how long it would take to implement a new object -based
system. The study revealed
other vendors' solutions
would take approximately
one year to implement fully.
Software 2000 was able to
provide Optima Health with
a fully functional, online system in only six months.
Dionisio noted that the
speedy implementation is
all the more impressive

JUNE 1996

when viewed in the context of
a company in transition. The
recent merger had resulted in
separate policies and procedures that required
modifications —at the
same time the system
was being implemented.
"We were able to do
this because Infinium is
a very intuitive system,"
he said.'Because of the
object technology, our
people are able to get on
the system and become
productive in a matter
of hours, and with significantly less training
than we had anticipated. Users have already
started to customize workspaces without any assistance required from IS."
The result for Optima was
a significant cost savings realized through decreased
training costs, reduced consulting fees, and enhanced
user productivity.
Optima Health currently
has 45 people using Software
2000's products, predominately in HR and payroll. "I
can't say enough about the
support we got out of Software 2000," added Dionisio.
"It was very important for
Optima Health to complete
this implementation quickly
and efficiently, and Software
2000's support personnel
made that happen." ■

LEXMARKTRACKS
TIME, ATTENDANCE
WITH EAS
C ut costs, improve efficiency,
and streamline business
processes —these are universal goals for businesses. For
most companies, achieving
them involves full -scale business process reengineering.
This is the story of one company's systematic approach
to this seemingly overwhelming task.
An international com-

puter printer and information technology company,
Lexmark anticipated
quantum changes in its
business, in
part as a result of its
sale by IBM
in 1991.
"When we
left IBM, we
began supporting a
large business reengineering
process which
was global in
scale," Norm
Galloway,
CIO at Lexmark, says. "We
began researching client/
server technology in an attempt to prepare for the
speed at which our business
would change. At the time, we
had many applications to be
written and installed —doing
all that work simply wasn't
possible in an exclusively
mainframe environment."
Lexmark's global operations and mobile sales force
also were key considerations.
Lexmark wanted to provide a
desktop environment for all
employees in offices around
the world and for its mobile
sales force. Applications had
to be scalable to run on PCs
or laptops.
Lexmark also wanted to
work toward activity -based
costing. Its existing mainframe applications, such as
automated time and attendance, worked well, but the
interfaces did not allow easy
retrieval of pertinent data
such as labor cost distribution information.
"Moving to client/server
technology and using Power Builder tools and a relational
database such as Sybase gave
us the resources to change as
swiftly as we felt we needed,"
Galloway said.
With the decision to migrate from its mainframe to a
client/server environment,

Lexmark began replacing
smaller, existing applications.
Had it not been for the move
to client/server, Lexmark
would not have considered replacing its electronic time
and attendance system called
Totals.
A very large application,
Totals impacted every business area — approximately
4,000 employees were required to enter their start/
stop times at a workstation
keyboard. The replacement
solution had to operate with
the same philosophy as Totals and be similar in its look
and feel.
To start, Lexmark formed a
committee consisting of managers and representatives
from information systems,
payroll, and human resources. This core team first
benchmarked business
process policies. During this
phase, human resources reviewed Lexmark's pay policies with the goal of streamlining them.
The single most important
goal identified was to reduce
the number of payroll adjustments. Under the old system,
all Lexmark employees, both
exempt and nonexempt, entered their time on an electronic time card. With the
exception of supplemental
employees, all were paid regardless of whether their
electronic time card was entered and signed. As a result,
there were many time cards
outstanding at the end of
each one -week pay period —
a vast majority of which later
became adjustments. On average,1,500 adjustments
were going through Lexmark's existing system every
week, but the industry norm
was 100 or fewer per week.
Three business process
changes were initiated in
May 1994 to get the number
of adjustments in line. Pay
periods were extended from
one week to two to give employees more opportunity to

enter time data. Managers
were authorized to make adjustments only for the previous pay period. Finally, exempt employees were not required to enter information
on their time card except to
report.
With the business process
changes made, the team began its search for time and
attendance software that
would support these changes.
Though there was considerable overlap, each function
brought a distinct set of
criteria.
"Information systems
approached this process
from both a business and
a technical perspective,"
according to Susan Swieterman, information
systems manager for
finance and human
resources.
Payroll required that
the new system be accurate, easy to use, and as
similar to its existing system as possible.
The primary consideration for human resources was to select a
system that could accommodate a two -week
electronic time card to
coincide with Lexmark's
new two -week pay period.
"Beyond that requirement,
we wanted to find a solution that offered maximum
flexibility and management report capabilities,"
said Phil Newby, advisory
systems analyst. "And we
didn't want to reprogram
our system with every internal pay policy change or
with every new state and
federal regulation."
The Lexmark team chose a
client/server platform and
briefly considered writing a
client/ server application in
house. At the time, Lexmark's
existing time and attendance
system was maintained by
two full -time programmers.
"Ultimately we felt a buy vs.
make philosophy would make

best use of our IS resources.
Theoretically, a vendor could
bring to the table a great deal
of experience in time and attendance solutions, would
make future alterations to
our specifications, provide
updates, and offer optional
plug - and -play modules,"
Swieterman said.
"Totals did a great job of
capturing vital data, but it
was not cost effective to get
those data out in meaningful
management reports," she
noted.
After investigating all
client/server time and attendance software options, EAS
Technologies was selected.
Lexmark and EAS put in a
great deal of time up front to

further refine solution specifications and to ensure that
all Lexmark requirements
would be met. "We relied
on EAS throughout the requirements process to keep
us on track in determining
specifications," Swieterman
added.
The Lexmark core team
took great strides in ensuring
a smooth transition from Totals to its new system called
Lextime.
Two months prior to going
live, Lextime was made available to employees so that
they could become familiar
with the system. Managers
were trained thoroughly, and
then they trained the employees. In addition, an internal
hotline was set up directly

to payroll for employee
questions. Also, work
groups with highly unusual schedules, such as four day- or three - day -a -week
schedules, were entered
into the system to work
out any bugs or problems
before going live.
" Lextime has given us no
reason to be disappointed so
far," Swieterman says. "The
system handles a multitude
of different pay policies and
work schedules, and, unlike
Totals, it automates the different tax rates and pay regulations for all of the 35 states
in which our employees
work."
The Windows -based Lextime is user - friendly. Its real time capabilities enable
employees to access accrual information for sick/vacation days onscreen. Major system changes can be
accomplished with plug and -play modules provided by the vendor, EAS. Reporting capabilities have
been significantly expanded, and any business area
within Lexmark can get
any information out of
the system in virtually
any format.
With just one payroll
under its belt, Lexmark has
cut the number of adjustments from 1,500 per week to
about 50 every two weeks.
The cost of adjustments
slashed from more than
$500,000 to a projected
$20,000 per year. Additional
savings have resulted from
freeing up two full -time IS
programmers.
"When we initiated our
search for a new automated
time and attendance solution,
I didn't anticipate any payback as a result ofthe move,"
CIO Galloway said. "But as
our cross - functional team investigated, a strong business
case emerged indicating a financial savings —and that
savings has been realized
with Lextime." ■
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Michael Castelluccio, Editor

PRODUCTMARKET
PDS offers the Human Resource Manager, an integrated information system
that supports all human resource, benefits, and payroll functions across the
enterprise. This comprehensive suite
provides standard relational user tables and reports, full system security,
and design tools for customized development. The system features scanned
document storage and retrieval, e-mail,
workflow, employee self - service (ESS)
kiosks, desktop laser paycheck disbursement, electronic tax filing, and
time and attendance tracking through
standard or customized software interfaces. Circle No. 50
TIMESLIPS Corporation's latest version
of TimeSheet® Professional 4.0 for
WindowsTm acts as a front end to several popular payroll and project management systems. Its user - friendly
spreadsheet interface does not take the
place of payroll software, but it will
run payroll reports, sick -time, overtime, and any other payroll or productivity- related report you may need. The
latest update now includes tracking of
both time and expenses, creates both
summary and detailed reports, and is
practically limitless in its capacity for
employees, clients, projects, activities,
tasks, and notes. Circle No, 51

TimeSheet® Professional
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Advantage Payroll Services now offers
a "pay as you go" workers' compensation premium payment plan that provides automatic payroll deduction and
transfer of funds for workers' compensation as a free service for payroll customers. Developed through an exclusive partnership with Acadia Insurance Group, the actual liability will be
calculated for each pay period and paid
electronically to the insurance carrier.
The plan reduces underpayment risk
and consequent large year -end assessments. Circle No. 52

Deltek's Electronic Timesheet
Deltek's Electronic Timesheet (E.T.)
allows employees and managers to
record and approve time sheets in a
paperless environment. It provides upto- the - minute labor activity through
numerous inquiries and reports. For
those who need to comply with DCAA
guidelines, the system provides important controls along with a detailed audit trail. Web E.T. will be available
soon also. It will provide time -sheet entry from any computer, anywhere, that
has access to the Internet and a Java enabled Web browser. Circle No. 53
BytePro has released Time & Profit 1.0
for Windows for time billing professionals. The program combines clients,

calendar, time,
billing, and accounting functions. By integrating and
automating
these functions, the program provides
the user with
one - button
billing and
printing of in- gytePro's Time& Profit
voice/statements for all clients, automatic posting
to the necessary accounts when the
billing button is pressed, and automatic setup of necessary accounts whenever new clients are entered in the client
register. Circle No. 54
BASIChas released BASIC COBRA Administrator, a Windows -based program
designed to ensure compliance with
the Consolidated Budget Reconciliation
Act of 1985 (COBRA). The program
provides things -to -do reminders, completes and corrects all COBRA notification requirements, develops monthly
COBRA invoices, records all qualifying
events, and issues detailed monthly
COBRA reports. For those companies
inclined not to administer the package
themselves, there is the BASIC
COBRA PLUS program —a fully out sourced COBRA administration program offered by BASIC, the human resource connection. Circle No. 55
CCN Incorporated's HR Assistant is a
program that provides the information
you need to generate a policy, report,
or memo. It helps maximize research
and planning capabilities as it offers
one -step assistance in evaluating your
company's HR policies. The program
presents compliance issues, reviews
state law summaries, and surveys mul-

CCHIncorporated's HR Assistant
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tiple states' penalties, posting rules,
and reporting and record - keeping requirements. Monthly reports and a periodic newsletter continually update
the program. Written for Windows, it is
powerful and easy to use. Circle No. 56
Best Programs, Inc. will provide the
first PC -based payroll program with
built -in electronic payroll tax compliance for mid -sized businesses. Due to
IRS directive 94 -48, which becomes effective for most mid -sized corporations
on January 1, 1997, businesses with
payroll tax liabilities of $50,000 or
more for the calendar year 1995 must
file their payroll taxes electronically.
Best's Abra PayrollT*' for Windows'
will satisfy this requirement early this
fall. All Abra Payroll customers with
active maintenance contracts will receive the update free. For more information, call (800) 424 -9392.
Circle No. 57
Pentax Technologies has announced its
latest model in the award winning
PocketJetTM portable printer line. The

new Letter/Legal model features 2Mb
of memory. Weighing only 17.5 ounces,
the PocketJet produces 300 x 300 dpi
text and graphics, has full LaserJet
IIP compatibility, can print up to three
pages per minute, and measures only
10.04 x 2.17 x 1.18 inches. The battery
recharges in 70 minutes and can print
up to 35 pages on a full charge. No
consumables are necessary (ink cartridges or thermal ribbons) because
the PocketJet uses Pentax -brand thermal paper. Circle No. 58

NONEWS
Some of this month's top 10 Web sites
for small business from First American
Group Purchasing Association:
SBA Women In Business.The ultimate
source of information for businesses
owned by women. http: / /www.sba.gov/
womeninbusiness.
American Society of Association Executives. Professional and trade groups
important to small business growth

and direction. http: / /www.asaenet. org.
Income Opportunities Magazine. Business connections, classifieds, back issues online. http: / /www. incomeops.com.
Switchboard. Free national residential
and business telephone directory with
more than 100 million listings.
http://www.switchboard.com.
BusinessLink Online. Site for valuation,
buying, or selling your business.
http: / /www.buslink.com.
Marketing Tools Magazine. Consumer
trends, marketing techniques, and
news groups. http: / /www.marketing
tools.com.
Sorry: The address for MMR Software
was listed incorrectly last month.
The correct address is
http://www.execpc.com:80/-mmrsoft.
Here you can have calculated the current value of your U.S. Savings Bonds.

Ever wish you could distribute 100% tamperproof, self running financial spreadsheet programs?
Now you can! Visual Baler is the first and only Windows application that creates executable
spreadsheets. Import existing spreadsheets from Lotus 1 -2 -3, Microsoft Excel and Quattro Pro
or create your own executable spreadsheets directly from Visual Baler. All spreadsheets can be
distributed royalty free and run without any additional software.

For a limited time only $199.00
Call Today! 1- 800 -501 -BOSS
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ECHTOOLS
software development tools
34 Taggart Drive
Nashua, NH 03060
Phone: (603) 888 -8400
Fax: (603) 888 -8413
e -mail: info@techtools.com
www: http://www.techtools.com
Circle No. 6
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RESEARCH
Julian M. Freedman, CMA, Editor
Dennis C. Daly (Metropolitan State
University), IMA representative to the
Consortium for Advanced Manufacturing- International (CAM -I), submitted
the following report on CAM -I's first
quarter meeting in San Francisco,
March I8-20. The theme of the meeting was "Activity -Based Approaches:
Second Generation Development." The
presentations highlighted the strategic
considerations that guide the development of activity -based costing applications in a variety of industries.

SECONDGENERATIONABC

D

r. Douglas Webster, principal of
American Management Systems, presented an overview of ABC /ABM in
the federal government. The changing
business and public sector environments, along with changing customer
expectations, are leading federal government managers to study methodologies (ABC, ABM, business process
reengineering, etc.) that have proved
useful in the private sector. Several
laws and policies (including the establishment of managerial accounting
standards) have been adopted to provide a government that works better
and costs less.
ABC efforts to date have been onetime activity -based analysis to identify product and service costs or to justify investments in information
technology. Dr. Webster presented
brief examples of the use of ABC at a
federal research center and the De-

partment of Defense, along with implementation of fee - for - service at
NASA's Lewis Research Center. The
key message of the presentation was
that current implementation of ABC
and ABM is driven largely by innovative managers within agencies on a
fragmented basis. ABC /ABM education, ABM policy guidance, and formalized cost systems incorporating
ABC principles will be needed to
change this environment.
Brad Akright provided an in -depth
view of how Kansas City Power and
Light went from an initial review of
the concept of developing an activity based cost management system to a
fully implemented ACBM system in
15 months. In addition to reacting to
a changing environment, including
deregulation and a pending merger,
KCPL was driven by the commitment
to customer focus, employment
longevity, and continuous process improvement as critical corporate goals.
ABC data were needed to drive this
process. Brad discussed management's
need to change and the development
of the design and structure of the
ABCM cost model, including the reporting system (LANIWAN report
warehouse and EIS). Education and a
cross - functional steering committee
were important ingredients in implementating the system.
Tom Schmitt of Giant Food, the
largest food/pharmacy retailer in the
Washington/Baltimore area, described
how Giant developed an Economic

Customer Response program to bring
greater value to customers by enhancing the efficiency of the industry supply chain. ABC and ABM were identified as the key assessment tools
needed to provide a basis for isolating
high -cost areas, assessing performance
as new business strategies and tactics
are deployed, and finding the right
broad -based reward and recognition
tool.
Schmitt observed that Giant Food
must do business the way the consumer views the business. It must become more efficient by focusing on
the efficiency of the total grocery supply system rather than on the individual components. It is important for
managers to understand the resource to- activity relationship in addition to
modifying or selecting the right activities. They need to understand the
critical difference between results obtained from ABC modeling and the
results from an ABC reporting system. Giant has developed a category
scorecard with an internal and external focus as a tool for measuring performance and progress.
Cathie Wier from the Arthur Andersen Advanced Cost Management
Team gave the final presentation
( "ABM Software Selection and Integration"). The "right" ABM software
decision and integration is driven by
four steps: (1) defining the business
purposes (strategic, financial, operational); (2) determining the implementation approach (standalone, one -time
analysis; ongoing, repetitive modeling;
or an integrated system); (3) evaluating software tradeoffs; and (4) analyzing the cost(benefit of each selection.
Each implementation approach has
its place, and each may suggest different software solutions.
The presentation included a detailed identification and analysis of
the uses, issues, and lessons learned
JUNE 1996
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from each approach. Cathie concluded
by stressing that organizations do not
skip to software selection before they
have clearly identified their needs
and followed the four -step process.
In addition to these presentations,
CAM -I continues to provide a productive collaborative environment for the
identification, development, and dissemination of advanced management
best practices. The various interest
groups provide the vehicle for this
productive collaboration. At this meeting the Target Costing Interest Group
sponsored two informative presentations: "Using the Voice of the Customer to Drive Process Improvement,"
by Lenny Nash of Arthur Andersen,
and "Design to Cost," by Margaret
Weber of Rockwell International/Rocketdyne Division. The Capacity Interest Group is developing a CAM -I
training class on capacity as well as
working with interested companies
to implement the CAM -I capacity
model.
The Process Management Interest

Tired of barking
up the wrong tr ee?

Group is completing the CAM -I Guide
to Process Management. The Practical
ABM Interest Group is developing a
manual on ABC specifically for operations personnel. The Service Process
and the Aerospace & Defense interest
groups are working actively on new
projects. A new interest group was
formed to address enterprise -wide
ABM implementation. This group will
develop a conceptual integration
roadmap, a value -chain relationship
model, and an environmental assessment of organizational skills.
In addition to the interest group
meetings, 35 members of sponsor
companies were able to participate in
a tour of the Space System/Loral
plant in Palo Alto to view the testing
and assembly of the latest communications satellites. The participants also were given an overview of the
company and its marketing, operating, and financial strategies.
For information on becoming a
CAM -I sponsor or participating in an
interest group, contact Tom Freeman,
CAM -I Cost Management Systems
program manager, (817) 860 -1654 or
tfreeman@cam- i.com. The second
quarter meeting is scheduled for June
17 -19, 1996, in Nashville. The theme
of the meeting will be "Performance
Measurement and Management." ■

RECENTDONORSTOFAR
Deloitte & Touche LLP, GTE Service

BASSETS Fixed Asset System
for Windows features:
•
•
•
•
•

Performance • Ease of Use
Data Import and Export
Intelligent Data Entry
General Ledger Interface
Complete or Partial Disposal
and Transfer

For free, no obligation
full working demo, call:
Decision Support Technology
41 Spruce Run, Ramsey, NJ 07446
(201) 934 -9259
Fax: (201) 327 -5525
Circle No. 17
58
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Corporation, and Johnson & Johnson
Family of Companies* have all contributed recently to the IMA Foundation for Applied Research, Inc. Contributions also have been made by IMA
councils and chapters: Adirondack
(N.Y) Chapter, Houston (Tex.) Chapter, La Crosse - Winona (Wis.- Minn.)
Chapter, Rockford (Ill.) Chapter,
Worcester (Mass.) Area Chapter, and
the Texas Council.
A number of individuals have contributed: Robert E. Bell, Jr., CMA;
Michael P. Bohan; Howard D. Ellison,
CMA; Clemens A. Erdahl; Jay R.
Flakowitz *; Arvid Frende; William
J. Ihlanfeldt *; Regina M. Klaswick;
Kenneth A. Merchant; Karen A.
Patenaude; Frederick Pauker;
Priscilla S. Payne, CMA; Kay Ching Tang. ■
'Renewal gifts, Apri l 1996

MANAGEMENTACCOUNTING
PRACTICES
Louis Bisgay, CPA, Editor

IMAPUBLISHING
NEWGUIDELINES

V

alue Chain Analysis for Assessing
Competitive Advantage (SMA4X)—
approved in principle by IMA's Management Accounting Committee on
March 29, this new Statement on
Management Accounting will help
companies determine the strategic advantages and disadvantages of their
activities and value- creating processes
in the marketplace and thereby facilitate the assessment of competitive advantage.
The idea of a value chain was first
suggested in 1985 by Michael Porter
to depict how customer value accumulates along a chain of activities that
lead to an end product or service. The
value chain was described as the internal processes or activities a company performs to design, produce, market, deliver, and support its product.
Value chain analysis assists a company to achieve a competitive advantage
through product or service differentiation and lowering of costs. Management accountants need to work with
engineering, production, marketing,
distribution, and service professionals
to focus on the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats identified
in the value chain analysis results. So
doing enables the firm to understand
better which segments, distribution
channels, price points, product differentiation, selling propositions, and
value chain configurations will yield
the greatest competitive advantage.
Measuring the Cost of Capacity
(SMA 4Y)— maximizing the utilization
of an organization's capacity to do
work is essential to maintaining or
gaining a competitive advantage. To
do so requires understanding the nature and capability of all the company's resources. Effectively managing
the cost of capacity is a key to unlocking the value- creating potential of
those resources.
This guideline is intended to accomplish several purposes:
■ Increase one's awareness and
understanding of a wide variety

of capacity cost measurement
practices;
■ Become aware of several different
perspectives employed in defining
capacity; and
■ Get an overview of implementational issues and the organizational and management accounting
challenges embodied in capacity
cost measurement.
Statement 4Y is based on the
premise that capacity and capacity
cost management are essentially elusive concepts. No single tool or single
view of capacity cost management is
best. No single magical capacity number will work in all companies, all
settings, or all decision contexts.
Rather, an overall philosophy or approach to capacity supports a company's efforts to improve performance
through better management and utilization of its resources. ■

FASBMOVESONHEDGINGAND
DERIVATIVES

P ublication of a proposed Statement
that would set standards for derivative fmancial instruments and hedging transactions is expected this
month from the Financial Accounting
Standards Board. Essentially, the proposal would require all derivatives to
be carried on the balance sheet as assets or liabilities at fair (or market)
value. The change in fair value of a
derivative that is hedging a forecasted transaction would be deferred and
recognized when the transaction is
projected to occur. The change in fair
value of a derivative that hedges an
asset, liability, or forecasted transaction would be recognized as a gain or
loss in the income statement, but it
would be offset to the extent the
hedge is effective by a corresponding
adjustment of the carrying amount or
"basis" of the hedged item. ■

FRCCOMMENTS

I MA's Financial Reporting Committee expressed general agreement with
FASB's proposed Interpretation of
SFAS No. 116, Transfers of Assets in
Which a Not - for -Profit Organization
Acts as an Agent, Trustee, or Intermediary. FRC stated, however, that
the ED seems to preclude organiza-

Lis

Make the call if you
want to pass. GUARANTEED.
Want instant relief from sweaty palms, stomach cramps, and other
symptoms of CMA Exam anxiety?
Choose our interactive MicroMash CMA Review — it pinpoints your
weak areas and creates a custom - tailored computerized study program
just for you. It's like having your own personal instructor. Or, choose
the OC3 CMA Review on videotape which teaches the materials most
likely to be covered on the Exam.
Complete either one and we guarantee you'll pass your CMA Exam.
Or we'll refund your purchase price'.
Study where and when you want. At your own pace. Both are highly
disciplined study systems available by pan.
Don't wait another agonizing minute. Stop worrying about whether you
might pass. Be guaranteed you willpass. Make the call.

1- 800 - 272 -PASS, Ext. 2224.

Z1 MiecroMash,.
The MYllimatlia Publisher for Prclsaalortele

e

6402 south Troy Circle Englewood, CO 80111 -6424
"(:main resmclions apply. call for complete derails.
V IQ96 M -Mash, Inc. Registered trademark-. MicmMti.h, M -Mash, Inc.

tions from using certain appropriate
methods of displaying fund raising efforts and proposed additional wording
that would remedy the problem.
The Financial Reporting Committee
also submitted comment letters to the
FASB and to the International Accounting Standards Committee regarding Exposure Drafts issued by
the two organizations dealing with
earnings per share. Both organizations coordinated their efforts, and
the resultant proposed Statements

are similar in many respects. In its
comments, FRC identified certain differences in the two EDS and indicated its preferences between alternative
treatments. FRC emphasized the importance of reconciling substantive
differences to the goal of achieving international harmonization of financial
reporting.
Copies of IMA comment letters may
be obtained without charge by writing
to Nora Altavilla at the IMA or by
fax to (201) 573 -0639. ■
NNE 1996
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A Classired Section

Nonprofit organ ization seeking a seasoned professio nal to join their senior
management team. The selected candidate will b e resp o n sib le fo r finan cial
accounting and rep orting functions,
MIS, developing policies and procedures, grant fun ding an d variou s other
projects. In add itio n, the p ositio n reports to the Presid ent while su pervising a departm en t of five. If yo u are a
dynamic, growth- oriented ind ividu al
with the req uisite skills, th is p ositio n
may be for you! Salary to $80,000 with
benefits such as 401(K) matching, pension and tuition reimbursem ent.

Leading b iotechno logy firm seeks experienced m anager to lead manufacturing operations for th e company.
This entrepreneu rial co mpany is in the
midst o f rapid gro wth and a sy stem s
upgrade. Required profile includes professional diversity, including significant exp osure to co st acco unting with
ABC, MRP, advanced pro gram ming
and knowledge of ABM. CMA/MBA,
ten years' p rio r ex p erien ce in clu din g
five years of heavy costing in a results oriented environment and sy stems implementation preferred. Excellent benefits and salary to $75,000.

100 - year -old law firm specializing in
p aten ts and tradem arks is seeking a
well- seasoned individual with industry
ex perien ce to lead the Accounting
Dep artm ent. The ideal candidate
should have five or more years of experience. Responsibilities entail supervising the departm ent as well as budgeting, billing adm inistration, cash
man agem ent and financial reporting.
A BS/BA in Accounting and excellent
communication skills are desired. CPA
a p lu s. This is a f ast paced environmen t with lots of visibility and great
growth potential!) Salary to $75,000
with great benefits.
Major trade association looking for an
experienced hands -on professional to
monitor three separate companies.
Wh ile su pervising a staff of ten, the
successful candidate will be geared toward detail analysis and review, accuracy and timeliness. Duties include
monthly financial statements, fixed asset an d depreciation analysis, cash
man agem ent, audits, budgets, accou nts payable and receivable, financial an alysis and tax reporting. If you
have the ability to interact well with
oth ers an d excellent m anagement and
co m m u n ication skills, step up to the
challenge now! A four year accounting
degree, computer literacy (Microsoft,
Word, Excel, PC DOS -based Windows)
and knowledge of spreadsheets are
step s in the right direction! Excellent
bonus and benefits package, including
a salary to $65,000.

INTERNAL
Fast - growing, publicly trad ed consumer finance com pan y is lo oking for
the right person for th is newly created
positio n. Here is y ou r o pp o rtun ity to
grow with the company. The ideal candidate mu st b e a CPA with at least six
years of b u d get an d forecast experience and good co mmun ication skills.
Financial services ind ustry ex perience
preferred, Salary to $75,000 includ ing
benefits.

OR

Natio n al retailer seeks a senior auditor with a minimum of three years' prior experience. Position provides an excellent exposure into operations and a
ro tatio n to another departm ent after
on e y ear. BSBA in Accounting or Finance required, CIA/CPA desired. Candidates who possess excellent communication skills and customer - focused
are likely to succeed. Salary to $52,000
with excellent benefits.

Chicago -based Fortune 500 company
seeks seasoned professional with three
plus years of accounting and strong
system s exposure. Approxim ately
three quarters of your day will be
spent on system improvements and
maintenance. This position is perfect
for a CMA/CPA with a strong interest
in com puter systems! Many internal
promotion opportunities are available
for the right individual. Salary to
$50,000 with excellent benefits including 401(K) matching, ESOP, year -end
bonus and tuition reimbursem ent.

This thirty -two year old, $30 m illion
manufacturing com pany seeks a five plus years' professional with an industry background. Responsibilities include supervision of accounts payable
and receivable, credit and collections,
billing, general ledger maintenance
and financial statem ent preparation.
This newly created position provides a
challenging opportunity for a hands on, team - oriented individual. Excellent
growth potential! Qualifications include a stable work history and work
ethic and a degree in accounting.
Salary to $42,000 with benefits.

Progressive telecommunications company with revenues in excess of $200
million seeks an experienced Accountant. Responsibilities include job costing, financial statem ents and reporting, consolidations, variance and
inventory analysis, forecasts, budgets
and audit compliance packages. Candidate must have a BSBA degree in Accounting, excellent com munication
skills and a strong background in job
costing. Related industry experience
and a CMA preferred. Salary to
$45,000 with great benefits.

A ClassiftedSection

U.S. holding company o f a world wide
entertainm en t/co n su m er electro nics
giant seeks an amb itiou s pro fession al
to join the executive controllers group.
The successful can did ate sh ould po ssess a BS in Acco u n ting with a h igh
Grade Point Average and at least on e
year of experience. This self- motivated
individual sh ould have ex cellent communication skills with strong sp read sheet knowledge to assist with the consolidation, an aly sis of th e an n u al
budget, financial statem ent, intercompany reconciliations, maintenan ce of
repo rting systems an d prep aration o f
group -wide go vern ment rep ortin g
packages. Compensation up to $30,000
per annum includ in g excellent corp orate benefits.

Hom e health care o rgan izatio n in th e
Northeast seeks an industry experienced professional to man age all
finance and acco un ting functions.
In this highly visible po sition, requirements include m an aging the d aily activities of four professionals in addition
to contract and b ank financing negotiations. Salary to $80,000 with good
benefits.
Medium -sized financial secu rities o rganization seeks a p rofessional with at
least fifteen y ears of hands -on pub lic
and/or private ind ustry exp erien ce in
the financial services sector. Minimum
supervised sh ou ld b e between ten to
fifteen professio nals as well as o verseeing the Corpo rate Accounting,
Finance and Boo kkeeping Dep artments. Requisite skills inclu de ex tensive knowled ge o f co mputer h ardware
and software to assist in implementing
a new state -of -the -art system. This is a
team - oriented en viro nm ent req uirin g
excellent leadership an d com mu nication skills to lead the expansion of this
20- year -old firm . BS/BA req uired .
MBA/CPA a p lus. Salary to $150,000,
excellent bonu s, b enefits an d partn ership potential.

Join the fast -paced world of high -tech
start-ups. Innovative software developer is looking for that entrepreneurial
spirit to guide the newly form ed Accounting Department. Use your experience and creativity to develop effective
policies and procedures. Supervise all
accounting functions from financial
statem ent preparation through presentation to the Board of Directors.
"Big 6" experience with solid industry
experience a plus. Salary to $55,000 including good benefits.

Bro kerage firm holding assets in excess of $18.3 billion is seeking a qualified cand idate. Professionals must
have a BS/BA degree in Business or
Finance with an emphasis in Accounting and two -plus years of mutual fund
acco un tin g an d reporting experience.
Knowledge of industry regulations,
stro ng communication and systems
skills requ ired. Salary to $33,000 plus
good benefits.

Dynamic magazine publishing subsidiary of a Fortune 100 company seeks
an experienced five -plus years' `Big 6"
professional with a publishing background. Responsibilities include financial statement preparation, tax reporting and special projects. Strong
supervisory skills are needed to oversee
seven professionals. This high -profile
position is an excellent opportunity to
broaden and develop your career.
BS/BA in Accounting desired, CPA/
CMA/MBA a plus. Salary to $65,000
with excellent benefits.

$600 m illion holding com pany seeks a
high- energy, two -year "Big 6" professional. Position responsibilities include
finan cial analy sis, consolidations with
a concentrated focus on special projects. Projects include merger and acqu isitio ns with related due diligence.
This is an excellent transition opportunity for th e right professional. CMA/
CPA preferred. Salary to $45,000
including great benefits!
Su perb o pp ortunity with a healthcare
leader! Make your work count as an essen tial component of the analysis
team. You will scrutinize data for managem en t and help stream line the current reporting process. A degree in
Acco un ting o r Finance with either an
MBA o r CMA and the ability to work
autonomously are essential. Take your
th ree or more years' experience in
Accounting within the healthcare
in d ustry to n ew levels with this winnin g en viro nm ent! Salary to $50,000
with benefits.

$4.3 billion manufacturing and service
holding comp any has a position for a
an experienced professional. Responsibilities includ e review and analysis of
the operating companies' tax packages,
prep aration of tax returns and various
special projects. The ideal person must
have a BS/BA in Accounting and three
or more years of corporate tax experience. CPA a p lus. Salary to $40,000
with good benefits.

I

SALE INFO. SUPERVISOR
Fill a vital role with a major division of
an NYSE listed consumer products
manufacturer. Articulate, approachable, innovative leader with a consumer products background will drive
the team . Ability to focus and direct
staff is essential. Be a part of this
flourishing enterprise! Benefits include a salary to $60,000.
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ONTROLLER

This prem ier banking, financial services organization seeks an accounting
professional to join its investment products division. Candidates should possess a Bachelor's degree in Accounting
and a minimum of four years' experience in the financial service industry.
Brokerage and/or recent public accounting experience preferred. Duties
include financial reporting and analysis, budget, variance and statistical
analysis plus business planning. The
company offers solid benefits, an excellent career opportunity and a salary to
$50,000 including benefits.

We s p e c ia l iz e i n the
p l a c e me nt o f A c c o u nt i ng
p r o f e s s i o na l s na t i o nwi d e .
V.P. Financ e to $125K
Controlle r to $90K
Cos t Mana ger to $60K
Sr. Fina nc ial Ana lys t to $55K
Cost Acc ountant to $50K
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Please call to discuss current position openings at 1- 800 -700 -0103
and mail your resume to:
Steve Newton - President
C ha r t e r C a r e e r C o n s u l t a n t s
8318 Pine ville - Matthews Rd.
Box 708 -273
Charlotte , NC 28226
Fax: (803) 635 -7749
Our c lie nt compa nie s
pay our fees.
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Lead So ftware, Inc.
(708) 351 -5155
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You've Been

Plandn Seeds All
YourI Isn't
It Ti YOU
ReapedSomeOf
TheHarvest?

Corporateaccountingcanbea
tough row tohoe. Accountingfor
yourself, on the otherhand, can be a
eerydifferent experience.
More rewardirq, More fruitful. We
know.AsAmericasalaccounting
franchise, we can provide accountantswiththe toolstheyneedto be
self-sufficient.The taxexpertise. The
systems.The marked ngsupport. And

waystogetandkeeppclients.
Calusat1-800.323=7292.We
dunkthere'sabumpercrop waiting
with)-our name on it,

ROEM
BUSINESS SERVICES'
160HAWtHORNEPARK-ATHENS,GA30606

ABC Technologies Inc.
Accountants on Call

19
7
1
31
25
C -2a

Aetna
Arm strong Laing, Inc.
Best Pr ogr am s
CFM Pr ogr am
CHI/COR Inform ation Managem ent, Inc.

9
C -3

CMA Program
27
12
17
21
16
8
4

ABC /ABM SOFTWARE
Activity AnalyzerT"m for Windows. Integrated
activity,
process and product costing for
manufacturing and service industries. Measure resource utilization, capacity, cycle time and
NVA costs by activity and
process. Link process information with process flow diagrams.
Over 140 reports plus report
writer. Powerful importlexport.
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Comshare, Inc.
Comshare, Inc.
Corporate Photography Direct
Decision Support Technology Inc.
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Deltek
EAS Technologies, Inc.
Geac VisionShifl
Hyperion
IMA Executive Educatio n Program s
IMA Regional Education Assistance Program s
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IMA Self -Study Quiz
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212/575 -3100
Fax: 212/575 -2061

F -O -R -T U -N -E of Columbia is
an authority in the placement of
Manufacturing Management Accounting professionals nationwide. We conduct searches for
CFO, VP Finance, Controller,
Cost Manager and Financial
Analyst positions in the $40,000
to $150,000 range. To discuss
our current opportunities, call
(803) 788.8877. You may fax
your resume to (803) 788 -1509
or mail to:
F -O -R -T U -N -E Personnel
Consultants of Columbia, Inc.
P.O. Box 23728, Dept. MA
Columbia, SC 29224
Our client companies
pay our fees.
C o ns u l t a nt s N a t i o nw i d e
Orac le
PeopleSoft
SAP
Clie nt/Se rve r

$ 80,000.00
$ 80,000.00
$100,000.00
$100,000. 00

He d l u nd C o r p o r a t i o n
One IB M P la z a # 26 1 8
C hi c a go , IL 60611
Fa x 3121755 -1405

IT'S ACCRUAL WORLD...
MAKE THE MOST OF IT!
Interim Services, one of the Nation's
leading staffing firms and one of Success Magazine's TOP TEN FRANCHISES, has a limited number of
opportunities for ownership of an
INTERIM ACCOUNTING PROFESSIONALS office. Available areas are:
Salt Lake City
Rochester
Tulsa
Syracuse
Oklahoma City
Dayton
New Orleans
Grand Rapids
San Juan
Detroit
Bakersfield
Fresno
Your background should include Big
Six, Corporate Accounting, or CPA with
heavy network contacts in one of these
markets. Minimum $lOOK required.
For more information contact:
John Marquez
Director of Market Development
INTERIM ACCOUNTING
PROFESSIONALS
1 4800) 900 -9029
N

Tony M. Chib baro
199 Ward Street
New Bru n swick, NJ 08901 -3036
No p ho ne calls please.

THISPUBLICATION
AVAILABLEFROMUMI
Available in one or more
of the following formats:
• In Microform
• In Paper
• Electronically, on CD -ROM,
online, and /or magnetic tape
Call toll -free 1- 800 - 521 -0600,
ext 2888, for more information.
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A Bell & Howell Company
Box 49
300 North Zeeb Road
P.O. Box 1346
Ann Arbor, MI 48106 -1346
313 -761 -1203 Fax

•
•
•
•
•

Executive portraiture
On -site photography
Product photography
Illustrative photography
Industrial photography
for
Advertising
Annual reports
Trade shows
In -house publications
Archives
Public Relations
As seen monthly on the cover of
MANAGEMENT iicc0UNTING' magazine

Corporate Photography Direct
1- 800 -638 -4427, ext 273

o "

ACCOUNTING PROFESSIONALS

BACK ISSUES OF
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING
Early '70s to current. Sell as a lot. Some in
binders. $2.00 per issue or best offer.
Send name, address, and telephone # to:
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Rates: $4.00 per word — 15
word minimum. Advertising
copy over 50 words is
charged at display advertising rates. Abbreviations, ZIP
codes, and phone numbers
count as one word each. All
classified advertising must
be prepaid. Noncommissionable.
Closing Date: Deadline for
copy is 21 days preceding
month of publication.
Copy: All advertising must
be submitted in typewritten,
double- spaced form. No
telephone orders accepted.
Copy may be faxed to Alice
Schulman at (201) 573 -0639.
Acceptance: Publisher reserves the right to accept
or reject advertisements
for MANAGEMENT Accouwm'
Classified.
Payments: Payment in U.S.
funds must accompany each
order. Mail copyto MANAGsVIFNr
AccouNnNG1, Attn: Alice Schulman, 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645 -1760. Tel. 1 -800638.4427, Ext. 280,
Display Classified: One twelfth page (1 lflli" x 4 ) is
available at $822.

Connect tothe IMABulletin BoardService
Since July 1994, IMA members have taken advantage of this exciting information and communication service. All you need is a PC and a modem to
participate. Here are just some of the services
available now:
_J Toll -free 1-800-229-1268 and 24- hour /7 -day
availability.
_J "How to Use the IMABBS" manual available
for downloading.
Job (employment) opportunities.
_J Monthly membership and competition reports
(VPs, NDs and Chapter Presidents only).
1996 IMA Catalog of Publications.
CMA exam dates and review course locations.
Continuing Ed and REAP course info.
Syndicated News newsletter in ASCII, WordPerfect, and Acrobat PDF formats.
Extensive message capabilities. This encourages an open forum for topical discussions between members throughout the country.
Late - breaking IMA bulletins and news items.
Listings of current Chapter Presidents, Employment Directors, and Newsletter Directors.
IMA Suggestion Box Service Area ( #22).
If you have any questions or problems connecting
to the IMA Bulletin Board Service, please call
Tony Plescia at 1- 800 - 638 -4427, ext. 256, or e-mail
at imatonyp@class.org.
JUN E 1 996
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NEWTRAINING
FORTHENEW
MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTANT
As the chief financial officer, you are
sponsoring a reengineering effort to
transform the finance processes in
your company. You have announced
that the transformation will involve a
"reduction in workforce" and that you
will be reassigning personnel to reduce
the impact of the transformation on
your employees. You are three months
into the project. You and the controller
have done some preliminary estimates
on the impact of the transformation,
and you begin to realize some significant trends.
The number of employees who are
involved with processing transactions
will be reduced by at least 50 %, and
the remaining employees will be empowered to make decisions with less
supervision. You will need to increase
the number of employees who work on
decision - support activities. The employees working on decision - support activities also will need to add new skill
sets. Employees working on treasury
risk management activities need to
learn EVA (Economic Value Added) as
well as new complex products and
strategies to manage global risk. The
internal audit department now will be
performing process improvement projects and will create a new knowledge
base for the financial processes and
64
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decision - support activities.
The message is clear. It is time to
look at your training programs! Not
only are the financial processes in your
company transforming, but your employees also will need to transform.
You need to develop a structured training program and monitor the progress
of employees in order to make the implementation of your reengineering
efforts effective.
Nontraditional training. Most education for finance personnel has been
technical training relating to external
and internal financial reporting, budgeting and forecasting, taxes, auditing,
and traditional internal analysis. Similar programs still are required for selected personnel; however, other programs may be more beneficial in the
short term.
Finance personnel will need to interface with internal customers more often through participation on cross
functional teams. Successful team
members will need strong communication, team building, and project management skills. In addition, the leaders
in the finance organization need to
have the ability to develop and transform other individuals and demonstrate the ability to develop their own
skills.
Some companies have chosen to reassign finance employees who demonstrate strong decision - support capabilities. These employees may have a solid
line reporting responsibility to a nonfinancial executive and be part of a virtual network of decision - support per-

sonnel with strong financial skills
throughout the company. The continuing education demands for these employees will change dramatically. Employees will need strong industry and
operations knowledge, executive presence, and global business and cultural
knowledge, among other skills. The
CFO also must stay focused on the department's ongoing commitments to:
• Provide and analyze nonfinancial
information;
• Give business leaders early warnings and insights on developing
business problems;
• Provide management solutions to
business problems;
• Work with the companies, customers, and suppliers to provide
solutions to reduce process costs;
• Help purchasing teams negotiate
supplier partnering agreements
and proactively search for acquisition opportunities.
What do you, the CFO, need to do?
You need to develop and support a
new competency model for the different
positions throughout the financial
processes (which may expand beyond
your department). The model should
support the overall goals of the company, and, therefore, the finance organization. The model needs to set performance and development standards so
that employees understand the skill
sets that are expected of them and to
enable them to grow in your organization. Individuals periodically should
communicate their development targets and the progress they have made
on fulfilling those targets. Ultimately,
the effectiveness of the individual's development plan should be an input to
compensation and promotion issues.
A good development program can be
an effective enabler for the modification of skill sets required to operate as
a finance professional in today's business environment. Education can be
delivered with self - study, in- house, or
local programs. A structured development and education program can be an
effective and low -cost way to transform
your em ployee base. ■
Robert Rizzitello is a senior manager with
the management consulting group of Ernst &
Young LLP. He can be reached by phone: (215)
448 -5988, Fax: (215) 448 -4070, or Internet:
bob.rizzitello@ey.com.
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The road begins with The Certified Management Accountant Program.

E

very day, the business pages report another
corporate downsizing, another restructuring,
another merger.And with every report, more
jobs are lost, more opportunities vanish and
the constantly changing needs of corporations
become more difficult.
Are you ready for the changes that are coming
your way?
If you have a finance or accounting background
or you're a recent graduate in the field of Finance,
Accounting or Management, the Certified
Management Accountant Program, endorsed
by the Institute of Management Accountants,
may be the right course in building a more
fulfilling and rewarding career.
The CMA designation — the only certification
program of its kind for finance, accounting, and
management professionals — is recognized,
supported and endorsed by most senior executives
at top corporations throughout the country.

The Institute of Management Accountants is
the largest management accounting organization
in the world and since 1919 has been an invaluable
source of personal and professional development
opportunities for its members.
To find out more about how membership in the
prestigious Institute of Management Accountants can
lead to CMA certification and future success in
today's complex marketplace, call 1- 800 - 638 -4427.
You'll receive a free issue of the Institute's award winning magazine Management Accounting.

INSTITUTE of

MANAGEMENT
ACCOUNTANTS
CFRTIFIED MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTANT PROGRAM

Apply Now For The December 11th & 12th, 1996 Examination.

Choose the Institute of
Management Accountants Sponsored GoldOption`m
Line of Credit for:
• Exy Access to the Funds You Need Today
and Tomorrow —Open an account today and
request an initial advance between $5,000 and
$25,000. You choose how the funds are used —
bill consolidation, home improvements, a new
computer, it's up to you.* When additional
funds are required, there is no need to reapply.
Simply call to arrange another advance of
$500 or more.
• A Great Fixed Rate —The annual percentage
rate (APR) is just 14.99 %.

Low, Fixed Monthly Payments and a Choice
of Rep ayment Term — Borrow as much as
$25,000 for up to 84 months. You'll make
consistent, monthly payments that will not
increase for the term of your loan. There are
no balloon payments and you always have the
option to repay in advance without penalty.

Zero Fees and No Collateral or Appraisals
Required —With a GoldOption account, you
pay no annual fee, no transaction fees and no
closing costs. It is an unsecured line of credit —
your account will be approved solely on the
basis of your solid credit history.

• Convenient and Easy to Apply —
Call 1- 800 -626 -2760 to request an account
anytime, from the privacy of your home or office.
The call takes just minutes and representatives
are available 24 hours a day. The GoldOption
line of credit is issued and administered by
MBNA America and made available to you
through a special arrangement with the Institute
of Management Accountants (IMA). You can
be assured that your application and all
information about your account will be held
in strict confidence by MBNA.

Exercise your option. Apply today! Call 1- 800 - 626 -27601
M B N A Amer ic & re p re se n t a t i v e s a re a t y o u r se rv i c e

Ai1BNA

24 hours a dozy, 7 days a week.
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'This account may not be used solely to pay off or pay down another MBNA account.
rM users call 1- 800 - 833 -6262.
GoldOprion"` is a service mark. and MBNA" and MBNA America' are federally registered marks of MBNA America Bank. N.A.
01996 MBNA America Bank. N.A.
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